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Abstract

Training and validating systems which involve the use of artificial intelligence (AI) is an important

task for many applications. Especially automotive applications require to be safe and reliable. In

this thesis it is aimed to improve the safety of such systems demonstrated by the performance of

a semantic segmentation network. This allows a computer to gain a comprehensive scene under-

standing by classifying and localizing important semantic classes like pedestrians or road in an

image. High dynamic range (HDR) images contain more brightness information than regular im-

ages, which are considered as low dynamic range (LDR) images. They are able to display scenes

with a much higher contrast. In this thesis it is hypothesized that HDR images are a remarkable

component to achieve an increased semantic segmentation performance. This will be demon-

strated by three approaches. The first one allows to generate a set of LDR from HDR images

with different tone mapping operators. Additionally, there is proposed a ranking method to esti-

mate the semantic segmentation performance for each of them. The second approach enables to

evaluate semantic segmentation networks trained on LDR and HDR datasets. The third attempt

aims to improve the performance on a real-world test set, as the training set consists of solely

synthetic images. This is approached with a domain adaptation. In this thesis it is shown that

components of the proposed ranking method are reasonably correlated with the semantic seg-

mentation performances. Furthermore, experiments demonstrate that HDR images outperform

LDR images for a semantic segmentation of real-world scenes. In addition, it is demonstrated

that HDR images are less sensitive to different domains.





Kurzfassung

Das Trainieren und Testen von Systemen, welche auf dem Prinzip von Künstlicher Intelligenz (KI)

beruhen, bemisst sich einer hohen Bedeutung für viele Anwendungen. Insbesondere im Automo-

bilbereich ist ein hohes Maß an Sicherheit und Zuverlässigkeit gefordert. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es

die Sicherheit solcher Systeme zu verbessern, untersucht anhand der Leistung eines Neuronalen

Netzwerkes zur semantischen Segmentierung. Dieses ermöglicht dem Computer ein Szenen-

Verständnis, durch die Klassifizierung und Lokalisierung wichtiger semantischer Klassen, wie

Fußgänger oder Fahrbahn, in einem Bild. High Dynamic Range (HDR) Bilder oder Hochkontrast-

bilder enthalten mehr Farbinformationen als herkömmliche Bilder, welche deshalb auch als Low

Dynamic Range (LDR) Bilder bezeichnet werden. In dieser Untersuchung wird angenommen,

dass HDR Bilder zur Verbesserung von semantischen Segmentierungs-Netzwerken beitragen.

Dies wird anhand von drei Ansätzen demonstriert. Der Erste ermöglicht es, einen Datensatz

von LDR Bildern durch verschiedene tone mapping Operatoren aus einem HDR Datensatz zu

erzeugen. Des Weiteren wird eine ranking-Methode vorgestellt, welche Erwartungswerte für die

semantische Segmentierungs-Leistung liefert. Der zweite Ansatz erlaubt die Evaluierung von

semantischen Segmentierungs-Netzen, welche auf LDR und HDR Bildern trainiert worden sind.

Durch den dritten Ansatz wird versucht, die Segmentierungs-Leistung für reale Testbilder zu er-

hören, da die Trainingsdatensätze aus synthetischen Bildern bestehen. Dies wird durch eine

domain adaptation umgesetzt. In dieser Arbeit wird gezeigt, dass einzelne Komponenten der

vorgestellten ranking-Methode eine deutliche Korrelation mit den Ergebnissen aus der semantis-

chen Segmentierung aufweisen. Außerdem zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass HDR Bilder eine höhere

Segmentierungs-Leistung für reale Testbilder liefern, als LDR Bilder. Zusätzlich konnte gezeigt

werden, dass HDR Bilder weniger Domänen-spezifisch sind.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and objective of the thesis

Every day there die about 3,700 people on the world’s roads with tens of millions of people being

injured or disabled every year [WHO, 2019]. It would be an immense improvement for safety,

if vehicles were able to avoid crashes. Self-driving cars may be an answer and they are also a

great alternative to people which are not able to drive on their own for reasons of age, disability

or loss of driving license. Furthermore, the impact on traffic and environment might decline with

increasing amount of intelligence during driving, such as acceleration or breaking behaviour and

the time spent in traffic could be used more meaningful.

The path to autonomous driving is a very challenging task for the automotive industry. For this

purpose, cars are equipped with different kind of sensors in order to capture all of the required

information of the environment to safely guide from a starting point to a destination point. One

of the utilised sensors is a camera sensor which can be seen as a substitute of the human eye

for the machine. Gaining a high-level understanding from images with computers is referred to

as computer vision. While it was very difficult and time-consuming to solve important computer

vision tasks in the field of autonomous driving for a long time, the improvement on such tasks has

increased dramatically with the ongoing trend of artificial intelligence (AI).

Neural networks (NNs) allow to automatically learn features from images instead of designing

them with expert knowledge and are a great tool of using AI. In simplest scenarios like image

classification they have already shown to outperform humans [He et al., 2015], as they are able

to predict classes for images, where only human experts might be able to do so. In general,

deep neural networks (DNNs) are able to perform near perfection on many supervised learning

problems, as their millions of parameters can be continuously updated via backpropagation until

the error on the training data vanishes. Nevertheless, the learned features might be very data-

specific and do not necessarily incorporate a good representation for data from different sources.

The associated term addressing this phenomenon is the generalization capability of the neural

network, which describes how well the learned features can be applied on unseen images. While

big companies have access to a huge amount of images for training, which makes it possible to

robustly perform on a large space of situations, it has still been shown that DNNs can perform

very unexpected on unusual situations, which are not part of the training set [Bolte et al., 2019].

In literature, a relevant object in relevant location which a modern autonomous driving system

cannot predict is referred to as a corner case [Bolte et al., 2019]. An example for such a corner

case could be imagined as a human in front of the autonomous driving car which gets predicted

as road.

It is essential to test the components of an autonomous driving system against corner cases

in order to verify the generalization capability and to guarantee the safety of the system. But

in reality it is very time-consuming and expensive to collect images that can be used for the

assurance of the system, as many different situations should be covered and the respective
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ground truth must be manually produced in order to evaluate the performance of the system.

Furthermore, for many situations it is very difficult and dangerous to capture images. This could

be for example a child running directly in front of the car. Capturing images of such situations

and testing the computer vision system against it is essential to proof that the situation shows no

corner case for the self-driving car and thus not running over the child.

Modern computer graphics allow to create synthetic images with a very high degree of realism.

This makes it possible to create images of street scenes by modelling 3-dimensional objects and

assembling them together into a scene. This enables the generation of images of very dangerous

situations in a secure environment and allows to create error-free pixel-wise ground truth anno-

tations on the fly. Using these images to test the autonomous driving system for functionality

against corner cases may be an useful addition to real-world images. It may be also a good com-

plement for the training of the system itself, as scenes in numerous variations can be generated.

Another problem which needs to be addressed for the safety of autonomous driving systems is

shown in figure 1.1. It shows a typical scenario where displaying the scene content is limited by

the dynamic range of images. The figure shows subsequent frames of a camera video, which

was recorded during a passage through a tunnel. Regular images are heavily limited by the num-

t0 t1 t2

Figure 1.1 The figure shows the limitation of low dynamic range images. The frames were extracted from a video
captured by a regular camera sensor and are shown in temporal sequence, as a car is leaving a tunnel. At time step
t0 the camera is blended by the high contrast of the scene. At time step t1, directly before leaving the tunnel, the
contrast is still too large to properly display the road in the image. Only at time step t2 the image displays the scene
content properly. The frames of the video material were taken online from Astey Highways [2013].

ber of different grey values for each color channel and are therefore also known as low dynamic

range (LDR) images. For certain situations the dynamic range might not be high enough. For

example when leaving a tunnel with the car, as seen in the images. Thereby, the contrast of

the scene is too high, which makes the system blind for what’s happening outside of the tunnel.

High dynamic range (HDR) images are able to represent much more different grey values and

overcome the limitations of LDR images.

The topic of this thesis is to accomplish a complex scene understanding for autonomous driving

with synthetic images for the task of semantic segmentation. Since synthetic images can be ren-

dered from 3D computer graphics with a high dynamic range, one important question to answer

is, if the high dynamic range can be used to improve the semantic segmentation performance

of modern neural networks. Furthermore, HDR images can be used to generate LDR images,

which is done with so called tone mapping operators (TMOs). Through tone mapping the high

dynamic range image gets compressed into a low dynamic range image of the same scene. In
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this work multiple operators will be used for the tone mapping, to answer which ones generate the

best performing LDR images for a semantic segmentation. To answer these questions a highly

realistic synthetic dataset will be used. It has already been shown, that neural networks perform

modest on real-world images if they were trained on synthetic ones [Hoffman et al., 2016]. One

common approach to improve the semantic segmentation performance is by carrying out a do-

main adaptation, which tries to align the distribution of the synthetic and the real-world images.

In this thesis it is aimed to use HDR and LDR images from both domains to find out, whether the

performance of a semantic segmentation network can be improved through a domain adaptation,

after training on a highly realistic synthetic dataset.

1.2 Main contributions

The main contributions of this work are: i) a new method that compares a set of tone mapped

images from different tone mapping operators and ranks them according to their expected se-

mantic segmentation performance (section 3.1); ii) an evaluation of the semantic segmentation

performance between neural networks trained on images with high dynamic range and low dy-

namic range, as well as images from different tone mapping operators (section 5.2); iii) empirical

studies validating the performance of a domain adaptation with synthetic and real-world HDR

images (section 5.4).

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The structure of this work is organized as follows. First, in chapter 2 the state of the art of high dy-

namic range imaging (HDRI), tone mapping and the evaluation of tone mapping are introduced.

Other concepts like the semantic segmentation and the domain adaptation using DNNs are also

reviewed. Next, chapter 3 describes the methodology of this work, discussing the methods which

are used for the experiments. Chapter 4 provides a description of the experiments, which are

carried out in this thesis and the results are being provided in chapter 5. Thereafter, the experi-

mental results are discussed in chapter 6. At last, chapter 7 summarizes the work and describes

possible future work.
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2 State of the Art

This chapter covers a detailed look on concepts and related published methods for this work. The

first section contains information about high dynamic range images and explains the difference

to standard low dynamic range images. In the following, semantic segmentation with deep neural

networks will be introduced and finally in section 2.3 it will be shown how a domain adaptation

can be accomplished with neural networks.

2.1 High dynamic range imaging

There are a lot of applications making use of digital images. In the field of autonomous driving

images are for example used to accomplish a scene understanding. With that, the computer

vision system will be enabled to recognize and distinguish between different kind of objects in

the scene, like pedestrians, traffic signs or the road. But while many real-world scenes have a

large amount of brightness variation, a typical digital camera provides only 8 bits (256 levels) of

brightness information for each color channel of every pixel. This might be inadequate to describe

many scenes and therefore may harm the scene understanding capability. This section explains

the difference between low and high dynamic range images and describes how HDR images can

be generated. Furthermore, methods to transform images from HDR to LDR will be presented

and how the transformation can be evaluated.

2.1.1 Low vs. high dynamic range imaging

The dynamic range of an image is defined as the ratio between the lightest and darkest pixel

[Reinhard et al., 2010]. The dynamic range of a display is correspondingly defined as the ratio

of the minimum and maximum luminance that can be emitted [Reinhard et al., 2010]. In figure

2.1 it is shown that the real world exhibits a wide luminance range [Mantiuk et al., 2015]. For

instance, the sun at midday might be 100 million times brighter than starlight [Reinhard et al.,

2010]. In contrast, the human visual system is only capable of perceiving luminance values in a

range between 4 orders of magnitude [Mantiuk, 2013]. In addition to that, a conventional display

can only reproduce a range of luminances by 2 orders of magnitude.

The range of conventional images is limited to 256 integer values for each of the red, green and

blue color channel and is called low dynamic range or simply LDR image [Reinhard et al., 2010].

This number is unsuitable to represent many scenes [Reinhard et al., 2010]. High dynamic

range imaging or HDRI overcomes those limitations, as it allows to represent all colors that

can be perceived by the human eye in the real world [Mantiuk et al., 2015]. In figure 2.2 it is

attempted to show the advantage of using HDRI with an example. While the left image shows

an optimally exposed conventional image, the right image was created using high dynamic range

imaging techniques as described in this thesis. The difference between the two images is mainly

reasoned due to the fact, that traditional imaging is not able to represent such high-contrast

scenes [Mantiuk et al., 2015]. The difference would be even more clear, if the images were
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Figure 2.1 Overview of the relation between the luminance range in the real world and different components. This
figure was replicated from Mantiuk [2013].

displayed on special display devices that are capable of reproducing a much larger luminance

range than conventional displays or photographic prints [Reinhard et al., 2010]. But as it is not

possible to show high dynamic range images without special devices, both images are LDR ones.

To clarify, HDRI or high dynamic range imaging is the technique which is necessary in order to

create HDR images. The resulting high dynamic range images will then contain more different

color values than LDR images but also require special displays to be viewed. Every image which

is displayed in this thesis will be a LDR one. However, it may be produced from an HDR image

and may therefore provide a better impression of the real scene than a regular LDR image.

Figure 2.3 shows the differences between a high dynamic range and a low dynamic range image.

The quality of the LDR image was reduced in order to show potential differences between the

visual contents as seen on an HDR display. One difference is the number of different grey values

for each color channel, which ranges from 8 to 16 bit for LDR images and up to 64 bit for high

dynamic range images. The difference between the HDR and LDR image is actually more than

just the color bit depth [Reinhard et al., 2010]. Most HDR images are scene-referred as their

pixel values have a direct relation to the radiance of a scene [Reinhard et al., 2010]. This means,

that the pixel values in the HDR image are linearly related to the photometric quantity luminance,

which describes the perceived intensity of the light per surface area [Mantiuk et al., 2015]. In con-

trast, LDR images are display-referred because their colors are associated with an output display

device. The pixel values in a low dynamic range image are non-linearly related to luminance and

the term luma is used to describe them [Mantiuk et al., 2015]. Instead of a linear relationship

the pixel values are usually corrected by a power function in the form of signal = intensity(1/γ),

where the value of γ lies typically between 1.8 and 2.8 [Mantiuk et al., 2015]. This so called

inverse gamma correction is performed in order to compensate for the gamma correction in the

form of intensity = signalγ , which is performed by CRT or LCD monitors [Mantiuk et al., 2015].

The complete transformation from a high dynamic range image stored in a scene-referred rep-

resentation to a LDR image stored in a display-referred representation is called tone mapping
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Figure 2.2 Reinhard et al. [2010] shows the benefit of high dynamic range imaging. Left can be seen an optimally
exposed conventional image. On the right side, the image was generated with techniques (tone mapping) described
in this work from an HDR image. Nevertheless, both images are LDR ones.

[Reinhard et al., 2010]. It transforms the HDR image into a low dynamic range image, which can

be shown on a computer display [Mantiuk et al., 2015]. The transformation itself is performed

with a tone mapping operator (TMO).

Figure 2.4 provides a complete overview of the high dynamic range imaging pipeline and available

HDR technologies [Mantiuk et al., 2015]. Taking an image of a real scene with a conventional

camera will produce an image stored in the LDR format. This image can be viewed offhand on

a conventional display. In contrast, taking an image of the same scene with an HDR camera will

create an HDR image of that scene, which can be viewed on an HDR display without further ado.

In order to view a high dynamic range image on a conventional display it has to be tone mapped.

Standard (low) dynamic range High dynamic range

Figure 2.3 Imitation of the difference between a low dynamic range and a high dynamic range image by purposefully
reducing the quality of the left image [Mantiuk et al., 2015].
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Figure 2.4 Overview of the high dynamic range imaging pipeline (adapted from Mantiuk et al. [2015]). HDR images
can be either captured from real scenes using camera sensors or using 3D models and computer graphics (CG)
rendering techniques.

The process of recovering the high dynamic range of a tone mapped LDR image is called inverse

tone mapping and tries to approximate the lost information in the image. Another approach to

generate HDR images is by utilizing computer graphics, where abstract 3D models are used to

generate the high dynamic range images via rendering techniques.

2.1.2 Approaches for high dynamic range imaging

High dynamic range images can be either captured from real scenes or via rendering using 3D

computer graphics [Reinhard et al., 2010; Mantiuk et al., 2015]. The topic, especially when

using computer graphics, is very large. Therefore this section provides a basic overview of high

dynamic range imaging techniques.

HDR images from camera sensors

There are different possibilities to get a high dynamic range image from a real scene. When

using a conventional camera equipment, relying on a 12 bit or 14 bit RAW mode will only end up

recording the noise more precisely. Therefore it is essential to use multiple exposures in order to

generate an HDR image with a non-professional equipment [Reinhard et al., 2010].

According to Reinhard et al. [2010], creating a high dynamic range image from multiple LDR

images requires several steps: First, the scene and camera should be completely static. Then

multiple images of that scene can be recorded with different exposures. Another necessary step

is to invert the system response to recover a linear relation between scene radiances and pixel

values. Afterwards, each exposure can be brought into the same domain by dividing every pixel

in the image by it’s exposure time. The linear exposures have to be averaged in order to generate

the HDR image. However, the lightest and darkest pixels should be excluded as they are under-

or overexposed. The question therefore is how the pixels in between should be weighted.

There are many methods available [e.g. Debevec & Malik, 2008; Granados et al., 2010; De Neve

et al., 2009] that are able to finally create the HDR image from the linear pixel values, each using

different weighting functions. Which one to choose depends on various factors, which can be
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different for many kind of applications.

Reinhard et al. [2010] name several disadvantages in this high dynamic range imaging pipeline.

Hence, even slight camera shifts between the exposures result in a blurring of the HDR image,

which can be eliminated by image alignment methods (e.g. SIFT, SURF, BRIEF, BRISK). If the

camera response function is unknown, it has to be estimated, using one of many available meth-

ods [e.g Ng et al., 2007; Grossberg & Nayar, 2003]. Another problem is that objects may move in

the scene between exposures, which causes errors in the final HDR image. Even these effects

can be eliminated using deghosting algorithms.

Of course, it would be easier to record the high dynamic range of a scene in a single shot.

According to Mantiuk et al. [2015], the simplest approach for a single-shot HDR camera is to

introduce sensor sensitivity. This method does not require novel sensor design, but affects the

spatial resolution negatively. However, HDR sensors can also be explicitly designed. There

are several commercially available HDR video cameras based on sensors that do not require

exposure time control [Mantiuk et al., 2015].

HDR images from computer graphics

The definitions and statements in this section were taken from the textbook "Physically based

rendering: From theory to implementation" from Pharr et al. [2016]. The process of generating

images from the description of a 3D scene is called rendering. There are physically based ap-

proaches that try to simulate the reality by modelling the interaction of light and matter using the

principles of physics. Nearly all rendering systems that aim to create photorealistic images are

based on the ray-tracing algorithm. Here, the path of a ray of light is followed through a scene as

it intersects with objects. There are various components which have to be implemented in such

a ray-tracing system:

• Camera: Positioning of a camera that determines from where the scene is being viewed.

Simulation of a specific camera model, which is in the simplest case a pinhole camera.
• Ray-object intersections: Exact determination of the position where a ray intersects with an

object in the scene. Additionally, specific properties, like material or surface normal, must be

determined at the intersection point.
• Light sources: Modelling of the lighting inside the scene, in particular position and the way of

energy distribution of the lights.
• Visibility : Construction of the ray from a surface to the light determines whether a point on the

surface inherits energy from the light source.
• Surface scattering: Describes how surfaces from objects interact with light, typically by a set

of parameters in order to simulate a variety of appearances.
• Indirect light transport : Enclosure of indirect specular reflection and transmission. Reflection

of the ray, e.g. about the surface normal when hitting a mirror, to recursively find the amount

of arriving light at a specific point.
• Ray propagation: Designation how the energy of rays changes when passing through space.

There are different behaviours for rays in many environments, for example, when traced

through fog, smoke or the Earth’s atmosphere.
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According to Mantiuk et al. [2015], computer graphics are nowadays a very important source of

HDR content, as the rendering can be executed with a floating point precision and even though

physically-based lighting simulations are mostly ignored, the generated images look conceiv-

able.

2.1.3 Tone mapping of high dynamic range images

The dynamic range of illumination of a real-world scene can be extremely large, especially when

the scene includes an outdoor area illuminated by sunlight and an indoor scene with much fewer

illumination [Reinhard et al., 2010]. Techniques as discussed in the subsection 2.1.2 can be used

in order to capture this high range with full precision.

Since the fact, that most displays emit light only in a very fixed range, but HDR images contain

rather wide-ranging scene luminances, there is the need for a conversion in order to display

HDR images on typical monitors. Tone mapping refers to the mapping of the potentially high

dynamic range of a real world scene to the low dynamic range of a photographic print or a screen

[Reinhard et al., 2002] or respectively to the mapping from HDR to LDR images. The mapping

itself is carried out with a so called tone mapping operator (TMO). Looking at figure 2.2 it can be

noted, that the right image was generated by such a tone mapping operation for the best possible

presentation of the high dynamic range from the observed scene in the respective low dynamic

range image. Figure 2.5 shows the tone mapping problem prepared from Tumblin & Rushmeier

[1993]. They defined the goal of tone mapping by building a general framework. Consequently,

the desired tone mapping operator causes the closest match between a real-world observer,

which is a mathematical model of the human visual system, looking at a real-world scene and the

tone mapped image being viewed on a display device. While the display device converts display

Figure 2.5 Demonstration of the tone mapping problem, replicated from Tumblin & Rushmeier [1993]. The aim is to
find a tone mapping operator, which causes the closest match between real-world and display brightness.

input values to viewed luminance values, the human observer converts luminance values into

perceived brightness values. Accordingly, the tone mapping operator has to be defined such,

that the resulting tone mapped image looks as close as possible on the display to the human
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observer, as the same observer looking at the real scene.

According to Devlin [2002], the first experiments on tone mapping were carried out in the mid

1980s to match perceived brightness values from a real scene to the brightness values of the

corresponding displayed image. The large amount of work on tone mapping has been already

addressed by Mantiuk et al. [2015], who classified tone mapping operators by their intents as

recognized from Eilertsen et al. [2016]:

• Visual system simulators: Refers to tone mapping operators, which try to simulate the limi-

tations and properties of the human visual system. The operator could, for example, try to

simulate limitations of the human vision at night.
• Scene reproduction: These operators try to preserve the original scene appearance. This

refers especially to the contrast, sharpness and colors of the image being viewed on a display

device and matches with the tone mapping definition from Tumblin & Rushmeier [1993]. In-

stead of simulating the limitations of the visual system, they focus on achieving the best match

between display output and the original scene.
• Best subjective quality : The goal of such operators is to generate the most preferred images

for subjective preferences or artistic goals.

Devlin [2002] provides an overview on existing tone mapping operators for HDR-images and

classifies them as the following:

• Spatial dependent

Spatially uniform: Also known as global operators. Spatially uniform TMOs apply the same

transformation to each pixel in the image.

Spatially varying: Also known as local operators. Spatially varying TMOs apply different

transformations to different parts of an image. Those have the disadvantage that they can

cause artifacts around high contrast edges.

• Time dependent

Time independent : Many tone mapping operators are independent of time. They try to find

one specific mapping from one image to another.

Time dependent : Time dependent tone mapping operators either try to find more than just

one mapping for a single image and thus generate an animation as a result or the other

way around, i.e. to find one specific mapping for a sequence of images. The later one is

also referred to as tone mapping for HDR-video and is a more complex process than the

tone mapping of single HDR-images.

Tone mapping can therefore not only be classified by their intents but also by their mathematical

approach or their dependency on time. It can be seen that there has been done a lot of work

on tone mapping and that it is non-trivial to choose an operator for a specific task. To tackle this

problem various evaluation methods were developed in order to find the operator which satisfies

one’s demand the most.
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2.1.4 Tone mapping evaluation methods

There are different strategies to evaluate the quality of tone mapped images. Eilertsen et al.

[2016] provide an overview on different ways how to measure the quality of TMOs:

• Fidelity with reality : Comparing the tone mapped image being viewed on a display device with

the real physical scene. This kind of evaluation requires a lot of effort, as it involves display-

ing the tone mapped image and the corresponding physical scene in the same experimental

setup. It is also not possible to use this evaluation metric for computer graphics rendered

scenes.
• Fidelity with HDR reproduction: Comparing the tone mapped image with the reference HDR

image being displayed on a high dynamic range display, which was proposed by Ledda et al.

[2005]. Even though this approach is simpler to carry out, some form of tone mapping is

introduced by the HDR display which causes imperfections in the displayed image. Another

disadvantage is that similar to the fidelity with reality method, it depends on a subjective

evaluation of the tone mapped image with a reference.
• Non-reference methods: Evaluation without any reference image being shown. The evaluation

is performed with respect to individual preferences. Those have the advantage that they are

very simple and sufficient for many applications, like artistic usage. Nevertheless, it is only a

subjective evaluation method.
• Appearance match: Comparison of color appearance between the real scene and the tone

mapped image with the help of magnitude estimation methods. This method measures the

brightness of square patches in a physical scene and on a display. It also brings some disad-

vantages, as it is a very difficult method and does not guarantee the overall match of image

appearance.

They point out, that none of the evaluation methods is free of problems and that the choice clearly

depends on the application. In their study they only list methods which require a human interac-

tion to evaluate the performance of a tone mapping operator. This can be a huge disadvantage

for many applications as it requires a lot of work to perform the evaluation.

However, there is also an amount of computer algorithms, which are able to measure the quality

of an image. These are considered as objective image quality metrics and were not designed in

the context of high dynamic range imaging. Because of that, such algorithms are not originally

intended to measure the quality of a tone mapped image. Instead, they evaluate the visual quality

of an image, which could be affected during acquisition, processing, compression, storage or

transmission. Objective image quality metrics can be classified as from Wang et al. [2004]:

• Full-reference method : Such an algorithm expects a manipulated image and compares it with

the original distortion-free image. One of the most simple methods is the mean squared error.
• No-reference method : Also known as blind quality assessment method. It does not require

any reference image for the evaluation.
• Reduced-reference method : Is only a part of the reference image available, for example, in

the form of extracted features, then it is considered as reduced-reference quality assessment.
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The success of two design principles of image quality assessment inspired Yeganeh & Wang

[2012] to develop an objective model to assess the quality of tone mapped images. This is a full-

reference method, which compares the tone mapped LDR image with the original high dynamic

range image. It is based on a combination of a multi-scale structural fidelity measure and a

statistical naturalness measure. Their experiments have shown that their tone mapped quality

index (TMQI) is reasonably correlated with subjective evaluations of image quality.

2.2 Deep semantic segmentation

While approaches using deep learning models have been existing quite a time [e.g. Ivakhnenko,

1971], they have been used extensively only since the last years, since modern graphics pro-

cessing units (GPUs) enabled the fast matrix and vector multiplications, which are required for

the training of NNs [Schmidhuber, 2015]. Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs)

have achieved state of the art performance in high level computer vision tasks, like image clas-

sification and object detection [Chen et al., 2018a]. Additionally, the interest in image semantic

segmentation increases more and more for computer vision and machine learning researchers

[Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018]. Hence, this section covers the recent progress in deep learning

based image semantic segmentation and shows the approaches for images of street scenes.

2.2.1 Scene understanding for autonomous driving

The visual understanding of street scenes plays an important role for a wide range of applications.

The approaches for a scene understanding can be sorted by the amount of knowledge of a scene,

similar as described by Li et al. [2009]:

• Classification: In the simplest case, one single label is assigned to an image, e.g. urban street

scene or rural street scene, as done by Bosch et al. [2008] or Krizhevsky et al. [2012].
• Recognition: One step further, it is possible to gain a basic understanding of the scene con-

tent, by assigning a list of annotations without localization, e.g. [Li & Wang, 2003].
• Object detection: In this more advanced approach, specific objects are located in the image,

typically described by a label and a tight-fitting bounding box around the object [e.g. Redmon

et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018b].
• Semantic segmentation: It is considered as one of the most challenging tasks in computer

vision [Liu et al., 2015] and belongs to assigning a class label for every pixel in the image [e.g.

Chen et al., 2018a; Long et al., 2015].
• Semantic instance segmentation: In this scene understanding approach it is aimed to not only

assign a label for every pixel in the image, but also to identify object instances and therefore,

to distinguish between every single object in the scene [e.g. Dai et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017].

Figure 2.6 shows an example for a semantic segmentation of an urban street scene. The left

image shows an image as being recorded from a camera mounted on a driving car while the right

image contains the ground truth, which is often referred to as pixel level annotation or label map.

It is color encoded, such that a specific combination of color values correspond to a semantic
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Figure 2.6 Example for the semantic segmentation of an urban street scene. The image was rendered using computer
graphics and belongs to a highly realistic synthetic dataset from BIT [2019], which was developed for machine learning
and validation.

class, for example car, road or pedestrian. Images like this, with their respective ground truth

annotation, are usually used for supervised learning approaches, which is very often the initial

situation for deep learning algorithms.

2.2.2 Semantic segmentation for road scene understanding

Garcia-Garcia et al. [2018] reviewed deep learning based approaches for semantic segmentation.

They provide a whole characterization of that field and cover topics on common deep network

architectures, training tips and details, datasets and challenges as well as methods for the se-

mantic segmentation itself. Their survey shows, that this field is non-trivial and requires a lot

of preliminary knowledge on machine learning concepts. This section will therefore give a very

general introduction into this field.

Semantic segmentation datasets for driving scenes

In the following, popular datasets that provide RGB images of street scenes with pixel-wise labels

will be described. Classifying them may be done for example according to the origin of their

frames:

• Real-world datasets

Cityscapes [Cordts et al., 2016]: The database contains semantic annotations for 30

classes of urban street scenes from 50 different cities. The images were captured at day-

time with good weather conditions. It consists of 20,000 coarse annotated images and

around 5,000 fine annotated ones.

CamVid [Brostow et al., 2009]: It consists of 701 frames, in which each pixel is associated

with one of 32 semantic classes. The frames originate from three video sequences that

were captured in daylight with rather sunny weather conditions and one sequence that was

recorded at dusk. The environment is mixed between residential and urban.

KITTI [Geiger et al., 2013]: The KITTI dataset provides images of street scenes from the

German city Karlsruhe captured at sunny weather conditions. The semantic segmentation

benchmark consists of 400 semantically annotated frames, which are split into half for

training and testing. The data format and metrics are conform with the Cityscapes dataset.

BDD100K [Yu et al., 2018]: The Berkeley Deep Drive dataset contains 5,683 fine anno-

tated video frames with semantic annotation for 40 different object classes. The images
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were recorded mainly in the US and show great variety, as they originate from 100,000

different video sequences (120,000,000 images) captured in multiple cities, at different

weather conditions and at various times of the day.

Mapillary Vistas [Neuhold et al., 2017]: The dataset consists of 25,000 street scene im-

ages, which are annotated into 66 classes. The images were recorded from all around

the world with different imaging devices (e.g. mobile phones, action cameras, professional

capturing rigs) and at various conditions regarding weather, season and daytime.

• Synthetic datasets

BIT dataset [BIT, 2019]: It consists of synthetically rendered images with a very high de-

gree of realism. The dataset contains images of multiple scenes with different variations,

like weather or daytime and is available with the respective pixel-wise ground truth annota-

tions. It currently provides labels for 11 different classes, while the dataset is continuously

extended. Additionally, the images from the camera sensors are available as high dynamic

range images.

SYNTHIA [Ros et al., 2016]: The dataset provides annotations for 13 different classes

and was rendered from synthetic American and European cities, as well as green areas

and highway scenes. It covers different illumination conditions, multiple weather scenarios

and provides images for every season. The dataset is divided into different sequences

summing up to over 200,000 images in total.

GTA-5 [Richter et al., 2016]: The dataset "Playing for data: Ground truth from computer

games" is also known as GTA-5 dataset, named after the video game where the frames

were captured from. It consists of 24,966 manually labeled synthetic street scene images

divided into 19 different classes. The images show different weather conditions, daytimes

and locations.

Synscapes [Wrenninge & Unger, 2018]: It is a photorealistic synthetic dataset containing

25,000 images. The images do not follow a driven path through a single virtual world, but

were procedurally generated from an entirely unique scene. Synscapes was designed to

be similar in structure and content to the Cityscapes dataset and includes all of the 19

training classes for semantic segmentation.

Virtual KITTI [Gaidon et al., 2016]: It is a synthetic dataset which consists of 21,260 frames

[Naverlabs, 2019] generated from five different virtual worlds. The dataset covers multiple

imaging and weather conditions in urban setting and provides ground truth annotations

for 14 different semantic classes. Some of the synthetic sequences were cloned from the

original real-world KITTI dataset, giving the dataset its name.

As this list could be extended [e.g. Huang et al., 2018; Pinggera et al., 2016], there are only

few datasets providing high dynamic range images. The Cityscapes dataset, which provides

16 bit HDR images, is the only dataset to the best of the authors knowledge providing a higher

dynamic range than usual datasets for automotive applications with corresponding fine-annotated

semantic class labels for the whole scene. According to the specifications of the CMOS camera

sensor (OnSemi AR0331), which was used to acquire the Cityscapes dataset, the sensor enables
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high dynamic range imaging via interlaced multi-exposure readout. This makes it possibly the

only free available HDR dataset for a complex street scene understanding right now.

Deep network architectures

According to Garcia-Garcia et al. [2018], certain architectures of DNNs have become widely

known standards in the field of semantic segmentation, which are currently used as building

blocks for a lot of segmentation architectures.

• AlexNet, which was presented by Krizhevsky et al. [2012], consists of only five convolutional

layers and three fully-connected ones and is considered as the pioneering DNN [Garcia-

Garcia et al., 2018].
• VGG is a convolutional neural network (CNN) introduced by the Visual Geometry Group (VGG)

[Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014]. The group proposed multiple models, but the one consisting

of 16 weight layers became most popular and is known as VGG-16 [Garcia-Garcia et al.,

2018].
• GoogLeNet, also known as Inception Network, is characterized by its complexity and a newly

introduced block called inception module from Szegedy et al. [2015]. The network consists

of 22 layers and got famous for instance through the "deep dream" experiments, where the

architecture was used to help understanding and visualizing how learned features in a neural

network look like [Mordvintsec et al., 2015].
• ResNet, introduced by He et al. [2016], is a very deep neural network which consists of up

to 152 layers. The model can also be used with a reduced amount of depth, for example

with 101 layers (ResNet-101). The introduction of residual blocks in the network improved

learning capabilities and helped overcoming the vanishing gradients problem [Garcia-Garcia

et al., 2018].

Training characteristics

While the following characteristics may also apply for other tasks, Garcia-Garcia et al. [2018] give

some suggestions when training NNs for semantic segmentation:

• Transfer learning: In many cases training a network may not be feasible, for example, because

of the non-availability of a dataset with sufficient size or as it could take too long for the ex-

periments to reach convergence [Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018]. It has been shown, that deep

neural networks tend to learn similar features in their first layers [Yosinski et al., 2014]. The

idea behind transfer learning in deep learning is to use a pre-trained model instead of training

it from scratch [Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018]. Especially, when the target dataset is significantly

smaller than the base dataset, transfer learning can improve the generalization of a network,

even when the target task is different [Yosinski et al., 2014]. One of the major transfer learn-

ing scenarios is to fine-tune the weights of a pre-trained network through continuing with the

training [Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018].
• Data augmentation: It is a technique to improve the generalization capability of a model,

where the most common approach is to apply a set of transformations to the existing data

[Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018]. The goal is to artificially increase the dataset, which acts as a

regularization and prevents the model from overfitting [Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018]. Typical
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transformations are translation, rotation, warping, scaling, color space shifts or crops [Garcia-

Garcia et al., 2018]. Latest, Zhu et al. [2019] proposed a video prediction-based data syn-

thesis method to improve the accuracy of semantic segmentation models as a kind of data

augmentation.

Methods

The key idea behind deep learning based approaches for semantic segmentation is to automati-

cally learn appropriate features with CNNs instead of hand-crafting them, which requires domain

expertise and a lot of effort [Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018]. There are different deep-learning tech-

niques, which are utilized to perform the semantic segmentation.

Considered by Garcia-Garcia et al. [2018] as the cornerstone of the most successful deep-

learning techniques applied to semantic segmentation is the fully convolutional network (FCN)

from Long et al. [2015]. The approach benefits from the ability of existing CNNs learning a rich

hierarchy of features [Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018]. Long et al. [2015] replaced the fully connected

layers in well-known classification models – AlexNet, VGG, GoogLeNet and ResNet – with convo-

lutional ones, which gives spatial maps as an output, instead of classification scores. Those maps

can be used to produce dense per-pixel labeled outputs using deconvolutional layers. Though it is

considered as a powerful and flexible model, it still brings certain problems for different situations,

for example, when it should take useful global context information into account [Garcia-Garcia et

al., 2018].

Recently, there are various state of the art models that overcome this limitation:

• U-net [Ronneberger et al., 2015], for example, is an architecture that modifies the FCN net-

work to capture context. It supplements a contracting network, where upsampling operators

are used to replace pooling operators which enables the context integration. A symmetric

expanding network is used to enable precise localization.
• RefineNet [Lin et al., 2016] exploits different levels of detail at various stages of convolutions.

It fuses the features from different resolutions to reduce the computational effort but maintain

the high-resolution of input images.
• Structural-RNN [Jain et al., 2016] is an approach which uses deep recurrent neural networks

(RNNs) to model temporal interactions. The author’s have shown that their method improves

diverse spatio-temporal problems including human motion modeling, human-object interaction

and driver maneuver anticipation.
• The DeepLab-models from Chen et al. [2018a] integrate information from different spatial

scales. The model uses dilated convolutions, also known as atrous convolutions, which are

like regular convolutions but make use of upsampled filters. The upsampling factor can thereby

be controlled by a parameter called dilation rate.
• The dense relation network (DRN) from Zhuang et al. [2018] aggregates multi-scale features

to obtain hierarchical contextual information. It provides a context-restricted loss (CRL) to

constrict the consistency of contextual representations assigned between images and labels.
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Accuracy evaluation metrics

In the following the most popular metrics [Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018] to assess the accuracy of a

semantic segmentation will be reported. The notation and formula are consistent with the ones

from Garcia-Garcia et al. [2018]. Therefore, pii, also known as true positives, is the total number

of correctly predicted pixels for class i. The first index represents the index for the true semantic

class and the second index for the predicted class. The number of false positives is pij and the

number of false negatives is pji. Assuming a total of k + 1 classes, the accuracy evaluation

metrics are determined as follows:

• Pixel Accuracy (PA) is the ratio between the amount of correctly classified pixels and the total

amount of them and therefore the simplest metric.

PA =

∑k
i=0 pii∑k

i=0

∑k
j=0 pij

(2.1)

• Mean Pixel Accuracy (MPA) is a slightly improved version of the pixel accuracy in which the

ratio of properly classified pixels is balanced by the number of pixels of each class.

MPA =
1

k + 1

k∑
i=0

pii∑k
j=0 pij

(2.2)

• Mean intersection over union (mIoU) is the standard metric for assessing the accuracy of a

semantic segmentation and is computed as a ratio between the intersection and the union of

the ground truth and the predicted classes in the image.

mIoU =
1

k + 1

k∑
i=0

pii∑k
j=0 pij +

∑k
j=0 pji − pii

(2.3)

• Frequency Weighted Intersection over Union (FWIoU) is a modified version of the mIoU and

weights each class importance according to the appearance frequency.

FWIoU =
1∑k

i=0

∑k
j=0 pij

k∑
i=0

∑k
j=0 pijpii∑k

j=0 pij +
∑k

j=0 pji − pii
(2.4)

Deep semantic segmentation with HDR images

As described in subsection 2.2.2 the 16 bit Cityscapes dataset is currently the only HDR dataset

for a semantic (road scene) segmentation to the best of the author’s knowledge. The Cityscapes

Benchmark Suite [2019] offers an evaluation server where researchers can measure the perfor-

mance of their semantic segmentation method. It lists the performance of every published model

and the datasets, which were used for training. Out of all published methods there appear only 2

out of 172 methods (as of July 2019) that use the HDR images for training in addition to the LDR

dataset.

One of the methods performs poorly and uses a classical machine learning approach with a

random forest framework [Kang & Nguyen, 2019]. The other one is currently one of the best
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performing methods on the benchmark suite and uses a deep learning approach [Li et al., 2019].

Nevertheless, the methods only use the HDR images for training without giving any details about

the HDR dataset in their paper. There are also no other methods known by the author, which

use high dynamic range images for the task of semantic segmentation. Therefore, this work may

be the first to discover the influence of HDR images for a semantic segmentation using neural

networks.

2.3 Deep domain adaptation for semantic segmentation

Domain adaptation is a special case of transfer learning, where labeled data is available in only

one domain, which is usually referred to as the source domain [Csurka, 2017]. This data can be

used to train a prediction model for unlabeled data in the so called target domain, where the task

is usually the same. In this scenario it is assumed that both data distributions are independent

and identically distributed, which makes it a classical machine learning problem [Csurka, 2017].

Therefore, a clear drop in performance can be obtained, in case the distributions do not align.

This can be seen in figure 2.7, where images from the source domain (top) are used to train a

semantic segmentation network, which predicts poorly (bottom left) on images from the target

domain.

Source domain: lots of labeled data

Target domain: lots of unlabeled data

Before adaptation After adaptation

Figure 2.7 Top shows an image from the source domain dataset (left), which is available with its corresponding ground
truth (right). After training a neural network on those images to predict pixel-wise semantic classes, on the bottom
can be exemplary seen the output of a target image before (left) and after adaptation (right). Figure reproduced from
Hoffman et al. [2016].
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2.3.1 Principle of domain adaptation

In general, the strong performance of deep neural networks on tasks such as semantic segmen-

tation can be attributed to the availability of abundant labeled training data [Sankaranarayanan

et al., 2017]. As there is often a lack of carefully annotated pixel-wise labels, the utility of syn-

thetically generated images for the training is an approach to overcome this problem. Also the

assurance against corner cases is an important application, where synthetic images could be

very helpful, in case the generalization between the domains could be certified. Therefore, in

the context of semantic segmentation the domain adaptation is often an attempt to improve the

poor generalization capability of deep semantic segmentation networks when trained on synthetic

images and tested on real ones (see figure 2.7, bottom right).

There exist some literature reviews on the domain adaptation problem to some extent. In chrono-

logical order, Patel et al. [2015] state that domain adaptation is a fundamental learning problem

and that it has gained a lot of attention in scenarios like natural language processing, statistics,

machine learning and recently, also in computer vision. For that, they provide an overview of the

visual domain adaptation. Later, Csurka [2017] provides a comprehensive survey on the domain

adaptation for more complex visual applications, like object detection. Nevertheless, they focus

on non-deep learning based methods and only mention the task of semantic segmentation. Lat-

est, Wang & Deng [2018] summarize deep learning based domain adaptation approaches in their

work and include recent progress about the application of semantic segmentation in their survey.

Still, their review on methods for the task of semantic segmentation is rather short. These few

available literature reviews indicate that this type of field is rather new.

2.3.2 Domain adaptation for semantic segmentation with neural networks

In the field of domain adaptation for semantic segmentation using deep neural networks there

can be seen some trends. Firstly, there are many methods available which tackle the problem of

domain adaptation for autonomous driving [e.g. Hoffman et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017; Zhang

et al., 2017; Sankaranarayanan et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018c; Hoffman et al., 2018; Hong

et al., 2018; Tsai et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2019a], as they are using training data from road scenes

to transfer the learned knowledge. In this case, many methods (see table 2.1) use the real-

world Cityscapes dataset [Cordts et al., 2016] for the target domain and the synthetic SYNTHIA

dataset [Ros et al., 2016] or the GTA-5 dataset [Richter et al., 2016] for the source domain.

Since the Cityscapes dataset comes with labeled ground-truth annotations, the performance of

the semantic segmentation after the domain adaptation is obtained via the class-wise mIoU or

the pixel accuracy in most cases.

One problem that still remains from state of the art methods is that the final performance of the

neural network trained on synthetic images is still much lower after the domain adaptation than

if trained directly on real-world images. In comparison, the highest mIoU class score of all pub-

lished semantic segmentation networks on the Cityscapes Benchmark Suite [2019] is 83.6% (as

of July 2019), while the network is trained on only real-world images according to the method

overview on the Benchmark Suite. But when using only synthetic data for the training of a seg-

mentation network, the highest performances vary between 18 - 39 % before and 35 - 46 % after
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the domain adaptation for state of the art methods [e.g. Hoffman et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2019a;

Gong et al., 2019].

The following section summarizes some of the most recent methods for the semantic segmenta-

tion with domain adaptation in the field of autonomous driving.

2.3.3 Domain adaptation in the field of autonomous driving

The first domain adaptive semantic segmentation method was proposed by Hoffman et al. [2016]

and performs three different kind of experiments. First, they apply a domain adaptation from

synthetic to real-world, using the SYNTHIA and the GTA-5 as the source and the Cityscapes

dataset as the target domain. Second, they perform a cross seasons adaptation by using the

SYNTHIA dataset only, where synthetic images are available for all four seasons. Third, they

carry out a cross city adaptation by using on the one hand, the Cityscapes dataset only and

on the other hand, another real world dataset additionally, which contains thousands of dense

annotated dash-cam video frames. The overview is visualized in figure 2.8. Since then, many

authors followed their experiments to improve the results on these tasks.

Figure 2.8 Conceptual scheme of the state of the art approaches for the domain adaptation for semantic segmentation
separated by their intent to solve different tasks.

Table 2.1 provides an overview of state of the art methods for domain adaptation for a semantic

segmentation in the field of autonomous driving. All of the methods have in common, that they

are able to predict semantic label images for street scene images and their aim is to improve

the segmentation performance on target domain images through the domain adaptation. Some

of the methods are also able to generate domain adapted street scene images. This task is

recently known as neural style transfer or image-to-image translation [Gatys et al., 2016; Isola et

al., 2017]. Such a domain adapted image can be seen in figure 2.9, where the appearance of the

original source domain image (left) is adapted (right) to the appearance of images from the target

domain. In addition to generative and non-generative approaches, there are further differences

between state of the art methods. Not all methods aim to solve the same tasks. While all of the

methods perform a synthetic to real-world adaptation, either a) from SYNTHIA to Cityscapes, b)

from GTA-5 to Cityscapes or e) from Virtual KITTI to KITTI, only some of the methods perform
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Original source domain image Target domain adapted image

Figure 2.9 Several domain adaptation approaches use image-to-image translation techniques to generate target
domain adapted images (right). The difference to the original source domain image (left) can be seen, for example, in
the appearance of the road surface or the color of the sky.

a cross city adaptation (c) or a cross seasons adaptation (d). There are also some similarities,

for example, that most methods rely on existing segmentation networks (e.g. FCN-8 network or

DeepLab-v2 network) with pre-trained classification networks (e.g. VGG-16 or ResNet-101) as

a backbone. Those domain adaptation methods extend existing frameworks in order to improve

the segmentation performance on target domain images using labeled source domain images

and unlabeled target domain images during training.

Method Task Base model (backbone) Generative

FCNs in the Wild
[Hoffman et al., 2016]

a,b,c,d · FCN-8s (VGG-16) 7

Cross city adaptation
[Chen et al., 2017]

a,c · Front-end dilitated-FCN 7

Curriculum domain adaptation
[Zhang et al., 2017]

a · FCN-8s (VGG-19) 7

Unsupervised GAN adaptation
[Sankaranarayanan et al., 2017]

a,b · FCN-8s (VGG-16) 3

ROAD
[Chen et al., 2018c]

a,b · DeepLab-v2 (VGG-16) 7

CyCADA
[Hoffman et al., 2018]

b,d · FCN-8s (VGG-16)
· DRN-26

3

cGAN for structured domain
adaptation
[Hong et al., 2018]

a,b · FCN-8s (VGG-16) 7

Structured output space
adaptation
[Tsai et al., 2018]

a,b,c · DeepLab-v2 (VGG-16)
· DeepLab-v2 (ResNet-101)

7

DCAN
[Wu et al., 2018]

a,b · FCN-8s (ResNet-101) 3

Conservative loss adaptation
[Zhu et al., 2018]

a,b · FCN-8s (VGG-16) 7

CBST
[Zou et al., 2018]

a,b,c · CBST (FCN-8s–VGG16)
· CBST (ResNet-38)

7
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CLAN
[Luo et al., 2019b]

a,b · FCN-8s (VGG-16)
· DeepLab-v2 (ResNet-101)

7

SPIGAN
[Lee et al., 2019]

a · FCN-8s (VGG-19) 3

ADVENT
[Vu et al., 2019a]

a,b · DeepLab-v2 (VGG-16)
· DeepLab-v2 (ResNet-101)

7

DLOW
[Gong et al., 2019]

a · DeepLab-v2 (ResNet-101) 3

GIO-Ada
[Chen et al., 2019]

a,e · DeepLab-v2 (VGG-16) 3

DISE
[Chang et al., 2019]

a,b · DeepLab-v2 (ResNet-101) 3

DADA
[Vu et al., 2019b]

a · DeepLab-v2 (VGG-16)
· DeepLab-v2 (ResNet-101)

7

SIBAN
[Luo et al., 2019a]

a,b · DeepLab-v2 (VGG-16)
· DeepLab-v2 (ResNet-101)

7

Table 2.1 Overview of recent methods which perform a domain adaptation in order to improve the semantic segmen-
tation performance of neural networks trained on a source domain and evaluated on a target domain in the field of
autonomous driving. The domain adaptation is performed from a) SYNTHIA to Cityscapes, b) GTA-5 to Cityscapes,
c) city to city (using different real world datasets), d) SYNTHIA season to season and e) Virtual KITTI to KITTI [Geiger
et al., 2013]. Generative methods are able to perform an image-to-image translation from source to target domain.

2.3.4 Deep domain adaptation of HDR images

All of the methods in table 2.1 perform a domain adaptation between LDR images. There are

also approaches, which generate HDR images from LDR images with [e.g. Endo et al., 2017]

or without neural networks [e.g. Rempel et al., 2007]. This process is called inverse or reverse

tone mapping. These approaches aim to recover the clipped brightness values of an original

scene by estimating an HDR image. This might be also considered as a kind of domain adap-

tation, where the source domain is defined by the LDR images and the target domain by HDR

images. Nevertheless, in this scenario the two domains consist of only images from the exact

same scenes, whereas the domain adaptation for a semantic segmentation is performed between

different scenes. Hence, to the best of the author’s knowledge, there are no domain adaptation

methods which are performed between HDR images from two different domains.
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3 Methodology

In this thesis the influence of synthetic high dynamic range images for several tasks in the field of

autonomous driving is investigated. Therefore, in this chapter the methods which are developed

to produce the experimental results are explained. The contributions of this thesis are three-

folded:

• LDR dataset generation and evaluation: One goal is to find out if the high dynamic range

of HDR images can improve the semantic segmentation performance. One possibility is to

directly train on the HDR images as shown by the upper path in figure 3.1. The first approach

Tone
mapping

operator 1

Training

Tone mapping
operator n

...

Training

Training

...
HDR dataset LDR dataset 1

LDR dataset n

Figure 3.1 Overview of the semantic segmentation networks. For every dataset one network is trained, which is
evaluated afterwards to determine the semantic segmentation performance.

of this thesis is to indirectly make use of the high dynamic range. This is done by generating

a set of low dynamic range images from different tone mapping operators of the HDR images

and using them for training as shown by the lower paths in figure 3.1. Additionally, a ranking

method to evaluate the tone mapped datasets is presented. The approach is described in

section 3.1.
• Evaluation of semantic segmentation performance: The second approach allows to evaluate

the different semantic segmentation networks, which are trained on the HDR dataset and the

different LDR datasets as shown in figure 3.1. The method is described in section 3.2.
• Domain adaptation of synthetic HDR images: The third approach proposes to improve the

semantic segmentation performance of the networks on real-world images, as all networks in

figure 3.1 are trained solely on synthetic images. The approach is described in section 3.3.
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3.1 Tone mapping of high dynamic range images

In this thesis it is explored whether high dynamic range images can be used to improve the se-

mantic segmentation performance of deep neural networks. The first approach aims to create

several low dynamic range image sets out of the investigated HDR dataset with different tone

mapping operators. This may allow to compress the most important brightness values of an HDR

image for a semantic segmentation into a low dynamic range image. Therefore, it is also explored

which tone mapping operators generate better LDR images for a semantic segmentation. Figure

3.1 provides an overview of the networks, which are trained on the HDR and LDR images. There

will be n different tone mapping operators used to create n different LDR datasets to train n dif-

ferent semantic segmentation models. Furthermore, it is investigated, which of the tone mapping

operators achieve the highest performances at the semantic segmentation. How to evaluate the

performance of the models will be explained in the next section.

For the first approach, the process of tone mapping is divided into several steps. The selection of

tone mapping operators is described in subsection 3.1.1. A method to determine the parameters

for each TMO is described in subsection 3.1.2. In order to approximate the semantic segmen-

tation performance for the different tone mapping operators a ranking method is proposed in

subsection 3.1.3. The approximation should help to decide which operators to select or exclude

for the training when the amount of GPUs is limited for experiments. Addressing dataset creation

it is proposed to increase the dynamic range of the LDR training sets by generating a mixed LDR

dataset from different tone mapping operators. The approach is described in subsection 3.1.4.

3.1.1 Selection of tone mapping operators

To the best of the author’s knowledge, there are no studies evaluating tone mapping operators

for a semantic segmentation. The approach, as shown in figure 3.1, which requires to train a se-

mantic segmentation network until convergence, is very time consuming and requires expensive

GPUs. To tackle this problem a method is developed, which is computationally less expensive

and provides an expectation for the semantic segmentation performance of different tone map-

ping operators. The method is described in subsection 3.1.3.

The selection of tone mapping operators is accomplished from the results of the study performed

by Čadík et al. [2006]. The authors compared different tone mapping operators with respect

to various image quality criteria, such as levels of detail and provided a ranking between the

operators according to their overall image quality definition.

The author of this thesis assumes, that images with a high overall quality are better suited for a

semantic segmentation with neural networks than images with a low overall quality. For humans it

is usually also easier to distinguish between objects in images with a higher quality. Therefore, the

seven best performing operators from Čadík et al. [2006] are chosen for this study. Additionally,

another operator was selected, which was published by the same author, as the best performing

tone mapping operator.
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3.1.2 Parameter determination of tone mapping operators

In this thesis, eight different tone mapping operators are used, depending on in total 12 parame-

ters. Handcrafting the parameters for each operator requires a very high effort, as it needs to test

different parameter settings and manually evaluating the generated LDR images. To overcome

this high effort the process of parameter determination is automatized.

In literature, there is usually no explanation of how to choose the right parameters for a tone

mapping operator with respect to a specific objective. For example, Čadík et al. [2006] relied

only on a short fine-tuning of the parameters for their investigated TMOs rather than performing

a profound investigation. In many publications of different tone mapping operators the authors

provide a default parameter setting, which could be used to generate LDR images [e.g. Drago et

al., 2003; Schlick, 1995]. But they provide no statement on how well the parameter values adapt

for different images. When Čadík et al. [2006] evaluated various tone mapping operators, they

used 14 different HDR images for the evaluation. But there is no study, to the best of the author’s

knowledge, where a complete dataset of thousands of images is tone mapped and where it is

described how the operators behave on so many different images.

The most intuitive way to automatically find the best parameters for each tone mapping operator

for a semantic segmentation is to train a segmentation network for multiple parameter settings

and use the best performing one. Unfortunately, this is not feasible due to limited processing

units. Subsection 2.1.4 provides different methods to evaluate the generated images from a tone

mapping operator. The tone mapped quality index (TMQI) compares a tone mapped LDR image

with its originating HDR image and provides a value for the quality of the LDR image. Finding

the parameters of the TMOs which produce the LDR images with the highest TMQI-value can be

solved using a constrained nonlinear optimization algorithm.

3.1.3 Ranking method for tone mapped datasets

Addressed in subsection 3.1.1, that there is no method to evaluate tone mapped datasets, an

approach to rank the results from different TMOs with respect to the expected semantic seg-

mentation performance is proposed. The aspects of the evaluation contain the following criteria:

• Overall image quality (OIQ): One criterion for the evaluation of the results from the tone map-

ping operators is the overall image quality. In this measure, an objective evaluation of image

quality aspects is performed.
• Image dynamics (ID): Another criterion which should be fulfilled by the tone mapping operators

is that the generated images should show an appropriate dynamic. To determine this measure

the histogram of the images is considered.
• Tone mapping sensitivity (TMS): The last criterion should discover, how sensitive each tone

mapping operator is with respect to different images. Since the operators are applied with a

single parameter setting on multiple images, this measure should reveal how well the opera-

tors generalize.

Figure 3.2 visualizes the approach of the ranking method. For each tone mapped dataset one
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score for the overall image quality, one for the image dynamics and one for the tone mapping

sensitivity is computed. Finally, the three scores are relatively weighted to achieve one final

ranking score for each tone mapping operator.

Tone
mapping

operator 1

Tone mapping
operator n

...

OIQ

...
HDR dataset

LDR dataset 1

LDR dataset n

ID

TMS

OIQ
ID

TMS

OIQ1
ID1

TMS1

OIQn
IDn

TMSn

Ranking score 1

Ranking score n

Figure 3.2 The high dynamic range dataset is tone mapped with n different operators resulting in n different LDR
datasets. Every operator gets a ranking score, which consists of a relative weighting between an overall image quality
(OIQ), image dynamics (ID) and tone mapping sensitivity (TMS) score determined on the tone mapped LDR datasets.

Overall image quality

There are many approaches to determine the overall image quality of images in the computer

vision community. Image quality assessment (IQA) algorithms take an image as an input and

calculate a quality score as an output. For this work, one full-reference and one no-reference

method is used, to achieve a more robust estimation of the objective image quality than just using

a single method. Figure 3.3 shows, that every tone mapped image is evaluated independently by

the full-reference TMQI and the no-reference BRISQUE method for the ranking in this work. To

...

TMQI

...
LDR image 1

LDR image k

BRISQUE BRISQUE1

scoreOIQ,i
LDR dataset i

TMQI1

TMQI

BRISQUE BRISQUEk

TMQIk

Figure 3.3 Overview of the overall image quality assessment using the tone mapped quality index (TMQI) method
from Yeganeh & Wang [2012] and the blind/referenceless image spatial quality evaluator (BRISQUE) method from
Mittal et al. [2011].

avoid confusion, the term value is used as a measure for a single image and the term score is

used to measure the performance of a tone mapping operator, determined over many values.

The tone mapped quality index (TMQI) from Yeganeh & Wang [2012] returns a value for every

tone mapped LDR image j from the HDR dataset consisting of k images. The value provides a

number between 0 and 1, where a higher value means better overall image quality. Averaging
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the TMQI values from every tone mapped image gives an approximation for the image quality by

the TMQI-method for a tone mapping operator i

µTMQI,i =
1

k
·
k∑
j=1

TMQIj with i = 1, ..., n (3.1)

which is normalized by

scoreTMQI,i =
µTMQI,i −min(µTMQI)

max(µTMQI)−min(µTMQI)
with i = 1, ..., n (3.2)

The normalization corresponds to a linear interpolation between the lowest and highest TMQI

mean values, in a way, that the best performing tone mapping operator gets a score of 1 and

the worst one a score of 0. The scoreTMQI,i represents the score for a tone mapping oper-

ator i determined by the TMQI-method over the whole tone mapped dataset. In contrast, the

blind/referenceless image spatial quality evaluator (BRISQUE) method from Mittal et al. [2011]

returns a value larger than 0, whereas a smaller value means higher objective image quality.

Similarly, the BRISQUE values are averaged over the tone mapped dataset by

µBRISQUE,i =
1

k
·
k∑
j=1

BRISQUEj with i = 1, ..., n (3.3)

and normalized by

scoreBRISQUE,i =
max(µBRISQUE)− µBRISQUE,i

max(µBRISQUE)−min(µBRISQUE)
with i = 1, ..., n (3.4)

such that again the best performing operator gets a score of 1 and the worst a score of 0. The

final score for the overall image quality can be obtained by

scoreOIQ,i =
1

2
· scoreTMQI,i +

1

2
· scoreBRISQUE,i with i = 1, ..., n (3.5)

which is the arithmetic mean of the TMQI and BRISQUE scores of each operator.

Image dynamics

The author assumes that the tone mapped images should all have a rather similar dynamic, which

means that the distribution of grey values should follow specific rules in order to perform well on

a semantic segmentation:

• Equally balanced exposure: It is desirable to achieve an illumination in the image, such that

there are no over- or underexposed areas. Otherwise the classification of pixels in very dark

or very bright areas might lead to incorrect class assignments.
• Equally/normally distributed grey values: If there are too many pixels with similar grey values

in the image, it might be difficult to distinguish different classes between them for a semantic

segmentation network. Therefore, it may be desirable to have a rather uniform or normal

distribution of grey values in the image instead of having prominent peaks for specific grey

values.
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The distribution of grey values is given by the histogram of an image, which can be used to extract

descriptive statistics such as mean, variance, skewness or kurtosis to define the aforementioned

properties. To merge the information from the three color channels, the luminance image L may

be computed from the ITU-R recommendation BT.709 [ITU, 2015] as follows

L = 0.2126 ·R+ 0.7152 ·G+ 0.0722 ·B (3.6)

To compute scores for the image dynamics, the skew and kurtosis may seem very suitable. The

skew of the luminance histogram can be used to evaluate the exposure in the image. Therefore, a

skew of zero corresponds to an equal balance. The kurtosis is a measure for the peakedness of a

probability distribution. It can be used to evaluate the distribution of grey values. A large kurtosis

means that there are strong peaks in the probability distribution of the histogram, which might be

unfavourable. A uniform distribution has a kurtosis of 1.8, which might be a suitable objective for

this evaluation. Therefore, the skew and kurtosis are computed for every tone mapped image in

each LDR dataset and scores for the skew and kurtosis are determined in order to get a number

for the image dynamics for every tone mapping operator.

Similar as before, the skew values are determined for every image j in the LDR dataset from a

tone mapping operator i. Then the values are averaged through

µskew,i =
1

k
·
k∑
j=1

skewj with i = 1, ..., n (3.7)

and normalized by

scoreskew,i =
max(|µskew|)− |µskew,i|

max(|µskew|)−min(|µskew|)
with i = 1, ..., n (3.8)

such that the highest reachable score is 1 and the lowest one is 0. Similarly, the score for the

kurtosis is computed by averaging the kurtosis values by

µkurtosis,i =
1

k
·
k∑
j=1

kurtosisj with i = 1, ..., n (3.9)

and normalizing them by

scorekurtosis,i =
max(|µkurtosis − 1.8|)− |µkurtosis,i − 1.8|

max(|µkurtosis − 1.8|)−min(|µkurtosis − 1.8|)
with i = 1, ..., n (3.10)

such that the highest score is reached when being close to an average kurtosis of 1.8, which

corresponds to a uniform distribution of grey values in the tone mapped images. The final score

for the image dynamics is computed by

scoreID,i =
1

2
· scoreskew,i +

1

2
· scorekurtosis,i with i = 1, ..., n (3.11)

where the weighting is again equally between the two scores.
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Tone mapping sensitivity

The last measure for the evaluation of the tone mapping operators is the sensitivity of the opera-

tors with respect to different scenes. This measure intends to show how well each tone mapping

operator can be applied to multiple images. This can be defined by the scattering of the objective

image quality values of every tone mapped image for each tone mapping operator. Therefore, the

determination of the sensitivity is done by considering the standard deviation of the calculated

TMQI and BRISQUE values for the tone mapped images of every TMO.

The standard deviation of the TMQI values is calculated by

σTMQI,i =

√√√√ 1

k − 1
·
k∑
j=1

(TMQIj,i − µTMQI,i)2 with i = 1, ..., n (3.12)

where µi is the mean of the TMQI values of a tone mapping operator i. Similar to the other

evaluations, a linear interpolation between highest and lowest values is performed to calculate

scores for the tone mapping sensitivity through

scoreσTMQI,i =
max(σTMQI)− σTMQI,i

max(σTMQI)−min(σTMQI)
with i = 1, ..., n (3.13)

for the standard deviation from the TMQI evaluation method. The standard deviation of the

BRISQUE values can be calculated similarly by replacing the TMQI values with the BRISQUE

values of the tone mapped images

σBRISQUE,i =

√√√√ 1

k − 1
·
k∑
j=1

(BRISQUEj,i − µBRISQUE,i)2 with i = 1, ..., n (3.14)

These values are again normalized

scoreσBRISQUE,i =
max(σBRISQUE)− σBRISQUE,i

max(σBRISQUE)−min(σBRISQUE)
with i = 1, ..., n (3.15)

to obtain scores between 0 and 1. The final score for the tone mapping sensitivity evaluation is

obtained by averaging the two scores as follows

scoreTMS,i =
1

2
· scoreσTMQI,i +

1

2
· scoreσBRISQUE,i with i = 1, ..., n (3.16)

Final ranking scores

The final score for each tone mapping operator is calculated by relatively weighting the scores

from the three different evaluation metrics – namely the overall image quality (OIQ), the image

dynamics (ID) and the tone mapping sensitivity (TMS) – as follows

scorefinal,i =
5

10
· scoreOIQ,i +

3

10
· scoreID,i +

2

10
· scoreTMS,i with i = 1, ..., n (3.17)
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where the weighting scores are chosen manually with respect to subjective importance. As the

overall image quality is considered to be the most influencing factor for the performance at a

semantic segmentation the weight is chosen 50% of the overall weights. As the overall image

quality and the tone mapping sensitivity are both determined by the TMQI and BRISQUE meth-

ods, the weight for the tone mapping sensitivity score is chosen lowest in order to avoid too large

redundancies within the ranking method.

3.1.4 Mixed LDR dataset for HDR approximation

In this thesis it is approached to improve the semantic segmentation performance of neural net-

works from HDR images by training a network on a mixed LDR dataset. The idea behind this

approach is that neural networks might learn more useful features from images of multiple tone

mapping operators which might lead to an increased semantic segmentation performance when

training a network on such a dataset. Therefore, the brightness variations in the LDR images

which are caused by different TMOs might be an approximation of the original high dynamic

range images. For this purpose, the LDR images from multiple tone mapping operators are com-

bined into one single dataset. The dataset is constructed by equally large fractions of every tone

mapped dataset, such that the resulting mixed LDR dataset has the same number of images as

all other datasets. The frames are consecutively selected from different tone mapping operators.

The first image in the new mixed dataset is from TMO 1, the second frame from TMO 2 and so

on until the sequence repeats. For datasets with consecutive frames, two following frames are

highly correlated, since the content of those images hardly changes. Therefore, selecting these

frames from different TMOs might reduce the redundancy and improve the semantic segmenta-

tion performance when training a network.

3.2 Evaluation of semantic segmentation performance

In this section, the second approach of this thesis is explained, which allows to determine the

semantic segmentation performance of networks trained on HDR images and LDR images from

different tone mapping operators. The evaluation approach is divided into three subtasks, which

can be interpreted as different scenarios for automotive applications:

• Closed system performance: For the first task only images of the synthetic source domain

are considered. The evaluation determines the semantic segmentation performance under

optimal settings. This means that the training and the test set originate from the same domain

and the same post processing operation. This approach intends to show the highest possible

performance.
• LDR generalization capability : For the second task only images from the target domain are

considered. Therefore, this task determines the semantic segmentation performance for real-

world scenes. The network is thereby tested on low dynamic range images. This approach

aims to show how well the networks can be used for automotive applications with LDR cam-

eras.
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• HDR generalization capability : The third task shows how well the semantic segmentation

networks generalize on real-world scenes that are captured from an HDR sensor.

Figure 3.4 shows an overview of the approach. In this work there is trained one neural network,

indicated by two trapezes, for every image dataset. This results in one segmentation network for

the HDR training set and n networks for the tone mapped LDR training sets, with k = 1,...,n. To

determine the semantic segmentation performance of the networks there are carried out three

different evaluations. The three presented evaluation methods are intended to be rather indepen-
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HDR target
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Figure 3.4 Overview of the semantic segmentation evaluation approaches. One semantic segmentation network is
trained per image set, resulting in one network for the HDR training set and k networks for the LDR training sets.
The weights of the networks are optimized until convergence and afterwards freezed to predict semantic labels for the
three different evaluation tasks. For the first task images from the synthetic source domain are considered. For task
two and three images from the real-world target domain are considered.

dent measures to determine the semantic segmentation performance of the different networks.

Any test case might be an imaginable scenario for automotive applications like an autonomous-

driving system.

3.2.1 Closed system performance

For the first evaluation the semantic segmentation networks are used to predict semantic labels

for images from the same domain as the training set. For example, the network trained on

synthetic source HDR images is used to predict images from the synthetic source HDR test

set. A network trained on a source LDR training set of a tone mapping operator k is used to

predict labels for source LDR test images generated by the same tone mapping operator. This
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allows to determine the semantic performance for a closed system. This method intends to

show how well HDR images or specific tone mapping operators are suitable for the task of a

semantic segmentation under optimal conditions. This can often not be guaranteed for real-world

automotive applications.

3.2.2 LDR generalization capability

It is very desirable to learn from synthetic images, as this approach could help making computer

vision systems less expensive and more safe. Therefore, the second evaluation investigates how

well the segmentation networks generalize on LDR images from the real-world target domain

when trained on the synthetic source training set. This approach determines the generalization

capability of the networks on real-world LDR target domain images. It should demonstrate, how

well the network is able to transfer the knowledge from synthetic images to the real-world and

therefore if it is conceivable to use synthetic images for training computer-vision systems in au-

tonomous cars. This scenario is more useful in practice than the closed system performance as

it allows to transfer the knowledge from synthetic images to the real-world.

3.2.3 HDR generalization capability

The third evaluation determines respectively the generalization capability of the segmentation

networks on real-world HDR images. This measure intends to show if it is desirable to use HDR

images instead of LDR images to train and test computer vision systems for automotive applica-

tions. If the HDR generalization capability reveals that it improves the performance of networks, it

can be considered whether the benefit of HDR camera sensors outweigh the additional costs.

3.2.4 Semantic segmentation network

The architecture of the semantic segmentation network is chosen from one of the DeepLab mod-

els which are already presented in chapter 2.2.2. It takes images, for example, of street scenes

as an input and learns to predict the semantic label of every pixel in the input image during train-

ing. In order to adapt the network, such that it is able to use the high-precision float HDR images

as inputs, the deep learning framework PyTorch is more preferable than TensorFlow. Therefore,

the DeepLab-v2 model, which is often used for domain adaptation experiments as seen in table

2.1, is selected as the semantic segmentation method as there is a free accessible PyTorch im-

plementation available. To maximize the semantic segmentation performance there is carried out

a hyperparameter study, which is described in section 4.2.2.

3.3 Deep domain adaptation via image-to-image translation

The third approach of this thesis is to improve the generalization capability of semantic segmen-

tation networks. In section 2.3 recent methods to perform a domain adaptation between source

and target images are categorized into generative and non-generative methods. In this thesis it

is aimed to perform an image-to-image translation between synthetic source and real-world tar-

get images to improve the generalization performance of a network trained on synthetic source
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images. This would allow to a) improve the semantic segmentation performance on real-world

images and furthermore to b) generate new appearance variations in the synthetic images. The

benefit of generating new appearances from real-world images is that additional features may be

learned with a neural network from real-world images without needing to label them. Therefore,

the approach of this thesis is to generate a domain adapted dataset from a synthetic dataset.

Furthermore, a semantic segmentation network is trained on this new dataset in order to improve

the real-world generalization capability.

The approach can be seen in figure 3.5, where labeled synthetic source images are translated

into the domain of unlabeled target images from the real-world. Thereby, only the appearance of

the synthetic source domain image is modified without changing the structure of objects, which al-

lows to transfer the semantic label images. With this approach a completely new domain adapted

Target domain image

Source domain image

Domain adapted image

image-to-image
translation

Figure 3.5 Exemplary overview of an image-to-image translation.

dataset is generated, which is used for training a semantic segmentation network. To evaluate

the performance of the domain adaptation approach, the generalization capability of the network

on real-world scenes is measured before and after the adaptation.

3.3.1 Selection of domain adaptation method

The DISE method from Chang et al. [2019] allows to generate realistic variations with seemingly

no changes in structure, whereas many other approaches clearly disturb objects in the scene or

produce unfavourable artifacts. This is enabled by their complex framework, which allows to split

up the texture and structure of an image, which makes it possible to combine the texture of a real-

world image with the structure of a synthetic image. This allows to generate a domain adapted

dataset where the structure of the synthetic images remains and consequently the respective

ground truth stays the same.

3.3.2 Domain adaptation of HDR images

This thesis approaches a domain adaptation from synthetic HDR to real-world HDR, as well as

from synthetic LDR to real-world LDR. In addition, it will be investigated how a domain adaptation
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from synthetic HDR to real-world LDR or from synthetic LDR to real-world HDR behaves. The

approach of this work is represented in figure 3.6, where the deep neural network DISE is exem-

plary shown by some fully connected layers, while the true network is described in subsection

4.3.

HDR source
training set

LDR source
training set

HDR target
training set

LDR target
training set

/

HDR source
training set

LDR source
training set

/

LDR domain
adapted set

HDR domain
adapted set

Figure 3.6 Overview of the domain adaptation approach, which is divided into four sub-approaches. For every ap-
proach one image set from the source domain and one from the target domain is used to train an image-to-image
translation network.

3.3.3 Assessing the highest degree of realism

For this thesis the DISE method is used to perform a domain adaptation from synthetic to real-

world. To determine the state of the model which generates the images with highest realism,

the loss functions of the network cannot be used as they do not show many influences. For

example, the network is able to predict trees in the domain adapted image where it actually

should predict sky, which cannot be detected by the loss values. To improve the realism of the

image-to-image translation network the convergence of the model is determined manually. This

is done by visually comparing generated images from every 5,000 iterations and choosing the

state of the model which generates the most preferable images. In this context, the main criteria

to be fulfilled are fidelity in generated details (e.g. face contours, small letters in traffic signs),

realisticness of road surface (e.g. patterns generated by the convolutional layers) and generated

artifacts (e.g. size and number).
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4 Experiments

Following, the experiments which are carried out in this thesis are described. In section 4.1 the

experiments for tone mapping HDR images are explained. Afterwards, the experiments regard-

ing the semantic segmentation with deep neural networks are presented in section 4.2. Last, in

section 4.3 the domain adaptation experiments are described.

4.1 Tone mapping for semantic segmentation

Eight different tone mapping operators are used for experiments. Table 4.1 shows an overview
of the selected operators.

Tone mapping operator Parameters Default value

Tumblin (revised)
[Tumblin et al., 1999]

· Adaptation display luminance
· Maximum display luminance
· Maximum monitor contrast

[10,30] cd/m2

100 cd/m2

30 - 100

Ward histogram adjustment
[Larson et al., 1997]

· Number of bins
· Minimum display luminance
· Maximum display luminance

100
1 cd/m2

100 cd/m2

Ward global
[Ward, 1994]

· Maximum display luminance 100 cd/m2

Drago
[Drago et al., 2003]

· Maximum display luminance
· Bias parameter

100 cd/m2

[0,1]

Schlick (nonuniform)
[Schlick, 1995]

· Minimum display luminance
·Weight of nonuniformity

1 cd/m2

[0,1]

Reinhard local
[Reinhard et al., 2002]

· Sharpening parameter 8.0

Reinhard global
[Reinhard et al., 2002]

-

Linear clip -

Table 4.1 Overview of the eight tone mapping operators for experiments and their controllable parameters.

Two tone mapping operators are dependent on 0, 1, 2 and 3 parameters each. Every author

provides a default value for the parameters of their operator which is either given as a value or

an interval and with or without physical relationship. The Linear clip operator is a simple method

which clips all values in the HDR image that are larger than 1.0 and linearly maps the remaining

values to the 256 bins of the resulting LDR image. The implementation of the tone mapping

operators is used from the MATLAB HDR Toolbox from Banterle et al. [2017].
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4.1.1 Parameter optimization

For the first experiment, every tone mapping operator is used to maximize the tone mapped

quality index (TMQI) performance for the first image of the investigated HDR dataset. The opti-

mization is performed with a non-linear optimization algorithm, where the default values for each

operator are used as an initial solution. The values determined for each parameter after the op-

timization are used to perform the tone mapping of the full HDR dataset, resulting in one LDR

dataset for each tone mapping operator. The optimization for TMOs with more than one pa-

rameter is solved using the interior-point algorithm [Byrd et al., 2000] implemented in MATLAB’s

function fmincon. The one-dimensional optimization problems are solved using MATLAB’s func-

tion fminbnd. The Ward histogram adjustment is optimized in two separate steps as it consists

of one discrete parameter, which the interior-point algorithm cannot handle. Therefore, at first

the two continuous parameters are optimized with the non-linear optimization method and after-

wards the best possible discrete value is selected by performing a line search. The MATLAB

function of the TMQI-method, which is required for the optimization, was accessed online from

https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~z70wang/research/tmqi/ on the 12th April 2019.

4.1.2 Tone mapping ranking method for semantic segmentation

For further experiments a ranking score is computed for every tone mapping operator as de-

scribed in subsection 3.1.3. The scores should help to decide which operators to select or ex-

clude for the training. Nevertheless, all selected operators are used in this work. Consequently,

the ranking method is evaluated after the experimental part of this thesis. The results from the

ranking method are presented in subsection 5.1.2 and the ranking method is evaluated in section

5.3.

4.2 Semantic segmentation with HDR images

In this chapter the training and evalution of semantic segmentation networks is described. Those

are used to measure the semantic segmentation performance of HDR images. Additionally, they

are used to compare the performance between synthetic source and real-world target domain for

the domain adaptation experiments.

4.2.1 Implementation details

Network

For experiments, a PyTorch implementation of the DeepLab-v2 with ResNet-101 is used. Weights

are initialized using a pre-trained model on the Microsoft COCO dataset [Lin et al., 2014]. The

weights of the last layer are reinitialized as the number of output classes is different in both tasks.

To optimize weights, the cross-entropy loss is used, which is very common for the task of a

semantic segmentation [Garcia-Garcia et al., 2018]. The code and pre-trained models were ac-

cessed online from https://github.com/isht7/pytorch-deeplab-resnet on the 24th April

2019.

https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~z70wang/research/tmqi/
https://github.com/isht7/pytorch-deeplab-resnet
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Training details

The network is implemented on a single NVIDIA Quadro P6000 with 24 GB memory. Due to

limited memory, the training and evaluation cannot be performed on full-size resolution images.

During training the images are downsized maintaining their aspect ratio. For data augmentation,

square-shaped image patches are cropped randomly out of three different possible positions,

either tight-fitting to the left or right boundary of the image or aligned in the center of the image.

Additionally, by a chance of 50 percent every patch is horizontally flipped.

During evaluation, the images are downsized while keeping their aspect ratio and cropped into

three patches. The predictions of these patches are combined into one single image. This

approach has already been used by several authors [e.g. Chen et al., 2018a]. For evaluation, the

final prediction gets rescaled back to original image size.

Datasets

For experiments,the real-world Cityscapes (LDR & HDR) is used for evaluation, the synthetic

Synscapes (LDR) for validation and the synthetic BIT (HDR) dataset for training. The datasets

are explained in subsection 2.2.2. Only 11 out of the 19 Cityscapes classes are used for training.

These are road, sidewalk, building, pole, traffic light, traffic sign, vegetation, terrain, sky, person

and car.

The synthetic BIT HDR dataset is divided into 11,572 frames for training and 700 frames for

testing. Additionally, it is used to generate the following datasets:

• LDR datasets

Each tone mapping operator from table 4.1 is used to generate a new dataset. Therefore, the

following eight different LDR datasets are generated by the TMOs

Drago

Linear Clip

Reinhard global

Reinhard local

Schlick

Tumblin

Ward global

Ward histogram adjustment

• Mixed LDR dataset for HDR approximation

HDR3: Mixed LDR dataset, consisting of equally sized fractions of the LDR datasets from

all eight tone mapping operators.

• HDR datasets

For experiments, the HDR dataset is preprocessed with different kind of operations.

HDR: The original HDR dataset, with unchanged pixel values.

HDR1: The HDR dataset with gamma corrected pixel values (γ = 2.2).
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HDR2: The HDR dataset where every image is standardized to zero mean and a standard

deviation of 1.

HDR1,2: The HDR dataset with gamma corrected and standardized pixel values. The

gamma correction (γ = 2.2) is applied first.

Two visual examples for the tone mapped images can be seen in figure 7.1 and 7.2 in the ap-

pendix. As explained in subsection 2.1.1 LDR images contain pixel values that are gamma cor-

rected. Without, monitors would not be able to properly display LDR images on their screen. As

the semantic segmentation base network is pretrained on LDR images, a gamma corrected HDR

dataset is generated. This should find out whether the semantic segmentation performance is

influenced by such a preprocessing operation or not. Additionally, an HDR dataset with stan-

dardized images is generated, where each image has a standard deviation of 1 and a mean of

0.

4.2.2 Optimization of the semantic segmentation performance

A fine-tuning of hyperparameters is performed in order to search for the best possible configu-

ration of the network for a semantic segmentation. The fine-tuning is performed using the real-

world Cityscapes dataset. Since it can take very long to train a neural network until convergence,

it would take an unapplicable amount of time to perform a dense grid-search for every hyperpa-

rameter of the network on a single GPU. Accordingly, in this study a coarse sampling of selected

hyperparameters is performed.

The best performing hyperparameters of this study are used for further experiments with the

synthetic BIT datasets. Repeating the hyperparameter study for every dataset would not be

achievable during this thesis because of limited computational power.

4.2.3 Training and evaluation of the networks

To determine the semantic segmentation performance as described in section 3.2, one network is

trained for every BIT dataset. This results in 13 semantic segmentation networks. Each network

is trained until the validation loss does no longer decrease for 15,000 iterations, which is consid-

ered as early stopping [Zhang et al., 2016]. The first 500 frames from the Synscapes dataset are

used for validation.

To measure the performance of the semantic segmentation the accuracy and the mIoU, as de-

scribed in subsection 2.2.2, are determined from the predicted labels. The evaluation approach

is described in 3.2. The closed system performance is determined on the test set of the re-

spective BIT training dataset. The test set does not contain pixels of the classes traffic light and

terrain, which decreases the performance for the mIoU measure. The LDR generalization capa-

bility is determined on the 8 bit and the HDR generalization capability on the 16 bit dataset from

Cityscapes.

For the semantic segmentation networks, which are trained on the preprocessed BIT HDR datasets,

the same preprocessing operations are applied during evaluation. This does not belong to the

gamma correction as preprocessing operation, if the input is a LDR image. It is very unusual for
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machine learning tasks to apply different preprocessing operations during training and testing.

However, the knowledge which kind of sensor is used to capture images, may be a reasonable

preliminary information. This should allow to determine whether LDR or HDR images are to be

expected for the network.

4.3 Domain adaptation for semantic segmentation

4.3.1 Implementation details

The DISE method from Chang et al. [2019] is implemented on a single NVIDIA Quadro P6000

with 24 GB memory. The default values for the hyperparameters are used for training, as de-

scribed by Chang et al. [2019]. Cropping was performed with an image size of 320x640 pixels.

The Image module from Pillow [PIL, 2019] was replaced with functions from OpenCV to read

and process images in Python, as it is not capable of HDR images. The implementation was ac-

cessed online from https://github.com/a514514772/DISE-Domain-Invariant-Structure-

Extraction on the 16th April 2019.

4.3.2 Domain adaptation with HDR images

To determine the performance on real-world images, multiple semantic segmentation networks

are evaluated on the Cityscapes dataset, as described in subsection 4.2.3. To improve the per-

formance on real-world images, a domain adaptation is carried out. For this, one synthetic BIT

LDR dataset and one synthetic BIT HDR dataset is used to learn an image-to-image translation

with the DISE network. The real-world Cityscapes LDR and HDR dataset is used for the target

domain. The following experiments should determine whether an improvement between different

domains from different dynamic ranges is possible:

• Linear clip→ LDRt: The synthetic LDR images from the Linear clip operator are used for the

source domain. The real-world LDR images from Cityscapes are used for the target domain.

The DISE network is used to translate the synthetic LDR images into real-world LDR images.
• Linear clip → HDRt: The synthetic LDR images from the Linear clip operator are translated

into real-world HDR images.
• HDR1 → LDRt: Gamma corrected synthetic HDR images are translated into real-world LDR

images (target domain).
• HDR1→HDRt: Gamma corrected synthetic HDR images are translated into gamma corrected

real-world HDR images.

The networks are trained until the highest degree of realism is assessed by the approach as

described in subsection 3.3.3. Then, the network is used to translate the respective synthetic BIT

training sets into the target domain.

One semantic segmentation network is trained for each of the four resulting domain adapted

datasets. To determine the domain adaptation performance, the LDR generalization capability is

https://github.com/a514514772/DISE-Domain-Invariant-Structure-Extraction
https://github.com/a514514772/DISE-Domain-Invariant-Structure-Extraction
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measured for the datasets which are translated into the LDR target domain. The HDR general-

ization capability determines the performance for the datasets which are translated into the HDR

target domain. Comparing the semantic segmentation performances before and after domain

adaptation shows the impact of it.
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5 Results

Following, the experimental results from the quantitative research of this thesis are presented.

Section 5.1 provides the results from the proposed tone mapping ranking method, which esti-

mates the order of the semantic segmentation performance of neural networks trained on LDR

datasets from different tone mapping operators. Section 5.2 presents the actual performances of

the different semantic segmentation networks. Afterwards, in section 5.3 the proposed ranking

method is being evaluated. Finally, section 5.4 shows the results of a domain adaptation from

synthetic to real-world with HDR and LDR images.

5.1 Tone mapping of HDR images

The first experiments were to generate multiple LDR datasets from one HDR dataset with several

tone mapping operators. Subsection 5.1.1 provides the results of the non-linear optimization

to optimize the parameters for each TMO. In subsection 5.1.2 the results of the tone mapping

ranking method are provided.

5.1.1 Parameter optimization

The parameter optimization with the TMQI method reduces the computational time from multiple

weeks – training many semantic segmentation models with different parameter settings for each

TMO – on a high cost GPU, to less an hour – optimizing each operator for the TMQI – using a

regular CPU. Figure 5.1 shows exemplary the optimization for the Drago tone mapping operator.

The TMQI values are computed and displayed in a regularly spaced grid, while the steps of the
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Figure 5.1 The steps of the interior-point algorithm, which is used for the multi-dimensional optimization problem, are
visualized as a white line. The grid shows the TMQI values for the corresponding parameter values, the maximum is
shown as a green circle and the starting point as a magenta circle.

interior-region optimization algorithm are displayed as a white line. The starting point is shown
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by a magenta circle and the determined maximum of the TMQI function by a green one.

An overview of the initial values for each tone mapping operator for the nonlinear optimization,

the constraints for each parameter, as well as the final determined values for each parameter are

given in table 5.1.

Tone mapping
operator

Parameter
shortcut

Initial value Determined
value

Lower
bound

Upper
bound

Tumblin (revised) Lda

Ldmax

Cmax

20.00 cd/m2

100.00 cd/m2

65.00

0.0260 cd/m2

25.1765 cd/m2

31.7410

0.00
0.00
0.00

∞
∞
∞

Ward histogram
adjustment

nbin

Ldmin

Ldmax

100
1.00 cd/m2

65.00 cd/m2

80
3.9015 cd/m2

100.7479 cd/m2

5
0.00
10.00

256
10.00
∞

Ward global Ldmax - 1.5414 cd/m2 0.00 1000.00

Drago Ldmax

db

100.00 cd/m2

0.50
110.0935 cd/m2

0.0035
0.00
0.00

∞
1.00

Schlick
(nonuniform)

Ldmin

k
1.00 cd/m2

0.50
0.0619 cd/m2

0.9987
0.00
0.00

∞
1.00

Reinhard local φ - 99.4975 0.00 100.00

Reinhard global -

Linear clip -

Table 5.1 Results from the parameter optimization.

5.1.2 Evaluation of tone mapping operators with ranking method

To compare the performance between the tone mapping operators, the proposed ranking method

from subsection 3.1.3 is applied to the tone mapped datasets. This requires to determine follow-

ing evaluation metrics

• Overall image quality (OIQ) score
• Image dynamics (ID) score
• Tone mapping sensitivity (TMS) score

whose results are presented in the following.

Overall image quality scores

To determine the OIQ score the TMQI and BRISQUE values are computed for every tone mapped

image in the dataset. The result of the TMQI values can be seen exemplary for the Drago operator

(left) and the Ward histogram adjustment operator (right) in figure 5.2. While the TMQI values

of the tone mapped images from the Drago operator have a much higher variation, the values of

the images from the Ward operator remain more constant. The values from the Ward histogram

adjustment operator are mostly higher, meaning the images have a better overall image quality

in average, as measured by the TMQI evaluation metric.
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Figure 5.2 The figure shows the TMQI values for every tone mapped image in the LDR dataset from the Drago tone
mapping operator (left) and the Ward histogram adjustment operator (right).

Similar, the BRISQUE values are computed for every tone mapped image in the dataset. From

these values the respective mean value is computed by equations 3.1 and 3.3. The average of

the TMQI values can be seen in figure 5.3 and the one of the BRISQUE values is shown in figure

5.4. It should be noticed that the TMQI values are defined in the interval from 0 to 1, where higher

values mean better overall image quality. In contrast, for the BRISQUE evaluation metric smaller

values correspond to a better image quality. It can be seen, that the Drago operator clearly has
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Figure 5.3 Arithmetic mean of the TMQI values for every tone mapped image of the respective tone mapping operator.

the lowest mean TMQI values. This means that the generated LDR images have a lower image

quality in comparison to the other operators in average, according to this evaluation metric. A

graphical evaluation of the generated images shows, that the Drago operator generates images

with a strong variation in exposure, while all of the other operators produce more similar exposed

ones.

Scores are computed from the TMQI and BRISQUE mean values by equations 3.2 and 3.4. The

scores correspond to a linear interpolation between lowest and highest image quality values. The
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Figure 5.4 Arithmetic mean of the BRISQUE values for every tone mapped image of the respective tone mapping
operator.

scores are visualized in figure 5.5, where higher scores correspond to a better image quality. As

can be seen, the Ward histogram adjustment operator performs best, while the Drago operator

performs worst for those evaluation metrics.
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Figure 5.5 Scores for the TMQI and BRISQUE evaluation metrics.

The scores for the overall image quality evaluation metric are determined by equation 3.5. The

results are shown in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 Scores for the overall image quality (OIQ) evaluation metric.

Image dynamics scores

For the computation of the image dynamics scores the luminance histogram of every tone mapped

image is calculated by equation 3.6. For each histogram the skew and kurtosis value is computed.

The respective mean values for every tone mapping operator are calculated from equations 3.7

and 3.9. The mean skew values are shown in figure 5.7 and the mean kurtosis values are dis-

played in figure 5.8. The Drago operator has clearly the largest skew and kurtosis values meaning

that there are large peaks on the right side of the histogram. This means that a large amount of

grey values is close to the maximum grey value, which corresponds to very bright pixels. Figure

7.2 in the appendix shows an example, where the Drago operator generates rather overexposed

LDR images.
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Figure 5.7 Arithmetic mean of the skew values for every tone mapped image of the respective tone mapping operator.

Similarly as for the overall image quality, scores are computed for these values. They are deter-

mined by equations 3.8 and 3.10 and can be seen in figure 5.9.

The final score for the image dynamics is computed by equation 3.11 and the results can be seen

in figure 5.10. Again the Drago operator performs worst with a score of 0. For this evaluation
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Figure 5.8 Arithmetic mean of the kurtosis values for every tone mapped image of the respective tone mapping
operator.
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Figure 5.9 Scores for the skew and kurtosis evaluation metrics.

metric the Reinhard local operator performs best. Nevertheless, the differences between the

seven best performing operators are only small compared to the difference to the Drago operator.
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Figure 5.10 Scores for the image dynamics (ID) evaluation metric.

Tone mapping sensitivity scores

The last evaluation metric for the tone mapping ranking method is the sensitivity of the operators

with respect to different images. For this, the standard deviations of the TMQI and BRISQUE

values are computed by equations 3.12 and 3.14. The result for the TMQI values is shown in

figure 5.11 and the one for the BRISQUE values can be seen in figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.11 Standard deviation of the TMQI values for every tone mapped image of the respective tone mapping
operator.

Smaller values correspond to a better sensitivity score. The respective scores are computed by

equations 3.13 and 3.15 and can be seen in figure 5.13.

In contrast to the overall image quality and image dynamics metrics, there are larger differences

between the results of each TMO. The tone mapping sensitivity scores are determined by equa-

tion 3.16 and are shown in figure 5.14. While the Drago operator performs again worst with a

score of 0, the Schlick operator shows a reduced performance as well.
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Figure 5.12 Standard deviation of the BRISQUE values for every tone mapped image of the respective tone mapping
operator.
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Figure 5.13 Scores for the TMQI and BRISQUE standard deviation evaluation metrics.
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Figure 5.14 Scores for the tone mapping sensitivity (TMS) evaluation metric.
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Final ranking scores

The scores from the three different evaluation metrics can be seen in figure 5.15. For every
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Figure 5.15 Overview of the scores for the overall image quality (OIQ), image dynamics (ID) and tone mapping
sensitivity (TMS) scores.

method the Drago operator performs worst with a score of 0. The second worst operator is the

Schlick operator as measured by these evaluation approaches. For the other six operators the

scores are continuously rather high.

The final score for each tone mapping operator is calculated by equation 3.17. The scores are

shown in figure 5.16. Best performing TMO by this tone mapping ranking method is the Ward
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Figure 5.16 Ranking scores for the final tone mapping ranking method.

histogram adjustment operator. The clearly worst performing TMO is the Drago operator. For

all operators in between there are only small differences. According to these scores the Drago

operator may perform clearly worst for a semantic segmentation while all the other operators may

perform similarly good.
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5.2 Deep semantic segmentation

In this section the experimental results of the semantic segmentation are presented. In sub-

section 5.2.1 the results from the hyperparameter study are shown and in subsection 5.2.2 the

semantic segmentation performances of all the trained networks are contained.

5.2.1 Hyperparameter study results

For experiments, a fine-tuning of hyperparameters is performed in order to search for the best

possible configuration of the semantic segmentation network. For this hyperparameter study

all loss curves are computed by averaging the validation loss over 2975 iterations, which cor-

responds to one epoch on the Cityscapes training set. In each iteration the validation loss is

computed on a random image from the Cityscapes validation set. Since the ground truth of the

Cityscapes test set is not available, all of the evaluations are performed on the val set. Because

of limited memory a batch size of 1 is used during training.

Baseline

The baseline model is trained on the Cityscapes train set for 238,000 iterations (80 epochs).

It is optimized through the stochastic gradient descent algorithm with momentum and an initial

learning rate of 0.0001 with a weight decay of 0.0005. During training the cropped image patches

are rescaled randomly by a factor between 0.5 and 1.5 with a base image size of 470. This has

been implemented for the DeepLab-v2 model in order to achieve robustness to different object

sizes. The learning rate decays linearly from 0.0001 to 0.00002, since the training is terminated

before the maximum number of 297,500 iterations (100 epochs), where the learning rate 0.00000,

is reached. During evaluation the test images are divided into patches of size 600x600 pixels.

Loss versus accuracy

The first experiment in the hyperparameter study aims to investigate the relationship between

loss and accuracy. The baseline model is evaluated after several stages during training. Figure

5.17 shows the loss and the mIoU on the validation set for multiple training stages of the model. A
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Figure 5.17 Left can be seen the loss on the validation set averaged over 1 epoch, while right shows the respective
mIoU on the validation set.

clear correlation can be seen between loss and mIoU showing that both measures are converging

similarly during training.
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Optimizer and learning rate

For the next experiment during the hyperparameter study different optimizers are used. The

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [Kiefer & Wolfowitz, 1952] and the ADAM [Kingma & Ba,

2014] optimizer are two commonly used techniques. Both optimization methods are investigated

with different learning rates. As the amount of GPUs was limited during this work, no full training

until convergence could be carried out. Therefore, every model is only trained for 15 epochs.

Figure 5.18 shows the results of the investigations. The learning rates are chosen in a way, that
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Figure 5.18 Loss on the validation set for the stochastic gradient descent with momentum (left) and the ADAM opti-
mizer (right) with different learning rates.

the validation loss has its minimum somewhere between highest and lowest investigated learning

rate. For the SGD method, the optimum learning rate lies somewhere around 0.001 and for the

ADAM optimizer around 0.000005. Both learning rates are used to train a semantic segmentation

network until convergence. The loss on the validation set can be seen in figure 5.19. The loss
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Figure 5.19 Loss on the validation set with the best learning rate for the SGD and the best one for the ADAM optimizer.
As a reference the loss from the baseline is visualized.
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of the SGD with a learning rate of 0.001 is much smaller than the one of the basemodel and the

one of the ADAM optimizer.

Table 5.2 shows the mIoU class scores for the three different models after 80 epochs.
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SGD 0.97 0.80 0.90 0.44 0.47 0.46 0.57 0.68 0.90 0.59
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Baseline 0.92 0.70 0.45 0.91 0.63 0.70 0.49 0.45 0.66 0.65
Adam 0.91 0.70 0.41 0.90 0.33 0.34 0.00 0.26 0.66 0.56
SGD 0.92 0.74 0.51 0.92 0.58 0.70 0.32 0.45 0.68 0.66

Table 5.2 Baseline: SGD with learning rate of 0.0001; Adam with lr of 0.000005; SGD with lr of 0.001; Each model is
evaluated after 80 epochs

The SGD with a learning rate of 0.001 has the highest mIoU scores for most of the evaluated

classes. The mIoU averaged over all classes is 66%, while it is 1% lower for the baseline and

10% lower for the ADAM optimizer. Therefore, the SGD with a learning rate of 0.001 is used for

the following experiments.

Switching from Adam to SGD

In the study from Keskar & Socher [2017] they show that changing the optimization method during

training improves the generalization capability. Figure 5.20 shows the loss on the validation set

for changing from ADAM with a learning rate of 0.000005 (red) to SGD with a learning rate of

0.0001 (yellow) during training. As reference, the loss of the current model is shown in blue. This
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Figure 5.20 Results for switching from ADAM to SGD.

experiment has been repeated, switching from ADAM with a learning rate of 0.000005 to SGD
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with a learning rate of 0.001 after 80 epochs. However, the validation loss directly exploded after

the change of the optimizer and it took nearly 70 epochs until the loss has converged again. The

two models are also evaluated by the class-wise mIoU score.

Switching after 100 epochs from ADAM to SGD with a learning rate of 0.0001 takes 34 more

epochs until convergence and results in a mIoU of 0.65%. Switching after 80 epochs from ADAM

to SGD with a learning rate of 0.001 takes 66 more epochs and results in a mIoU of 0.64%. For

both experiments the outcome shows no improvement compared to the SGD with 0.001.

Learning rate scheduler

For the next experiments different schedulers for the learning rate are investigated. The learning

rate scheduler determines how the value of the learning rate changes during training. For all

previous experiments the learning rate is decayed linearly. For following experiments the learn-

ing rate is selected constant and decayed exponentially. Additionally, a cyclic learning rate is

performed, which has shown to improve the capabilities of a neural network [Smith, 2017]. The

cyclic learning rate depends on three parameters. One for the cycle length and two more for

the maximum and minimum value of the learning rate. During training the learning rate linearly

changes from the minimum to the maximum learning rate and back for one cycle. After the first

cycle, the same process repeats until no more reduction of the loss can be obtained. Figure

5.21 shows the result of the investigations. The parameters for the cyclic 1 learning rate are
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Figure 5.21 Results with different learning rate schedulers.

determined by a preliminary experiment, as explained by the authors from Zhang et al. [2016].

The parameters of the cyclic 2 learning rate are selected from figure 5.18. Nevertheless, for this

experiment the linear learning rate results in the lowest validation loss values for most of the time

during training.

Input image size

For the next hyperparameter investigation the input image size is changed. In the baseline con-

figuration a scale augmentation is performed, with a base input image size of 470x470 pixels and

a random rescaling with a factor between 0.5 and 1.5. For this experiment no random rescaling
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is performed and a base input size of 700x700 pixels is selected. The performance can thereby

not be improved, but the mIoU of 66% is already achieved after 21 instead of 80 epochs, which

allows to reduce the training time by a large factor.

Evaluation image size

The same model is evaluated with different image patch sizes, which are fused into the final

image for the mIoU assessment. This brings +1% in performance, by using 700x700 patches

instead of 600x600 for the prediction. The final performance is 67% on the Cityscapes validation

set.

Class-weights for cross-entropy loss function

For the last experiment, only eleven out of the nineteen Cityscapes classes are used for evalu-

ation. The BIT datasets, which are used for further experiments, contain only pixels from these

classes. Therefore, this investigation aims to improve the class-wise predictions of these 11

classes by weighting the cross-entropy loss values during training according to the occurance of

their pixels.

The class weights are computed by

wi = 1− ni
n

(5.1)

with ni being the number of pixels of class i and n being the total amount of pixels from all
classes. The computed class weights are shown in table 5.3.
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Table 5.3 Class weights for cross-entropy loss.

Table 5.4 shows the performance of the semantic segmentation network trained with an un-
weighted and a weighted cross-entropy loss function. The convergence was terminated with the
early stopping method, because the loss significantly increased for this experiment, which may
be reasoned by the smaller amount of classes. As can be seen the results are almost identical.
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Unweighted 0.98 0.82 0.92 0.49 0.58 0.72 0.91 0.60 0.93 0.79 0.94 0.79
Weighted 0.98 0.81 0.92 0.51 0.58 0.72 0.91 0.60 0.93 0.79 0.94 0.79

Table 5.4 Semantic segmentation performance with the weighted and unweighted cross-entropy loss function.

Final hyperparameter setting

The final hyperparameters are determined as follows. The stochastic gradient descent with mo-

mentum and a learning rate of 0.001 with a weight decay of 0.0005 is used for optimization.
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Convergence of the network is determined by the early stopping method. Images for training

are rescaled into 700x700 pixels with no scale augmentation. Images for testing are divided into

three patches with 700x700 pixels, which are combined for the final evaluation. Gradients are

computed by an unweighted cross-entropy loss function.

5.2.2 Semantic segmentation performances

For the following experiments one semantic segmentation network is trained for each of the 13

datasets, which are described in section 4.2. The validation loss is computed during training after

every 500 iterations on the validation set until the convergence of the network is determined by the

early stopping method. Every network is trained two individual times. The semantic segmentation

performance is then averaged to achieve a more robust estimation of the performance. The

individual values can be seen in the appendix, in table 7.1 for the closed system performance,

in table 7.2 for the LDR generalization capability and in table 7.3 for the HDR generalization

capability.

Closed system performance

Figure 5.22 shows the semantic segmentation performances of the networks as measured by

the closed system performance. The names on the x-axis show, on which dataset the networks
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Figure 5.22 Evaluation of the semantic segmentation networks listed on the x-axis by the closed system performance.

were trained. The evaluation was performed on the respective test set of the same dataset. The

performances are determined by the accuracy (blue, left axis) and by the mIoU (orange, right

axis). The first eight networks were trained on the tone mapped datasets, which are LDR ones.
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The HDR3 corresponds to the network trained on the mixed LDR dataset for the HDR approxi-

mation and the last four networks were trained on the HDR datasets with different preprocessing

operations. In the following, each network is named according to the dataset it was trained on.

The best performing network is the Reinhard global, followed by the HDR3 and the HDR1,2 net-

works. The Drago, HDR and HDR2 are the three worst performing ones. For the closed system

performance, where the preprocessing operation is the same for the training and test set, the

gamma correction improves the accuracy by 3% and the mIoU by 3.5%. The results of this

experiment show, that there are quite large differences between the semantic segmentation per-

formances, although every network was trained on images of the exact same scenes.

LDR generalization capability

In figure 5.23 the results of the LDR generalization capability are shown, measuring the perfor-

mance for real-world LDR images. The difference between best and worst performing network

is much larger than for the closed system performance. Again, the Drago, HDR and HDR2 are
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Figure 5.23 Evaluation of the semantic segmentation networks listed on the x-axis by the LDR generalization capa-
bility.

the three worst performing networks. For this experiment the HDR3 network shows the highest

performance in total. The best performing tone mapping operators are the Tumblin, Ward global,

Ward histogram adjustment and once again the Reinhard global network. The model trained on

the raw HDR pixel values performs even worse, than the worst performing from the networks

trained on LDR images. Contrarily, the HDR1 network with gamma corrected pixel values outper-

forms four of the eight LDR networks.
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HDR generalization capability

The HDR generalization capability determines the semantic segmentation performance for real-

world HDR images. The results are shown in figure 5.24. The performances are very different

to the ones before. The best performing networks are clearly the HDR3, HDR1 and HDR1,2 net-
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Figure 5.24 Evaluation of the semantic segmentation networks listed on the x-axis by the HDR generalization capa-
bility.

works, followed by the HDR network. Once again the gamma correction improves the semantic

segmentation performance for HDR images. The HDR3 network was intended to approximate

the high dynamic range but consists of only LDR images. Nevertheless, it outperforms the HDR

network trained on raw pixel values. The eight LDR networks clearly perform worse on the real-

world HDR images than the other networks. Worst performance is shown by HDR2. The best

tone mapping operator is for this scenario the Schlick operator, which has shown a rather low

performance for the LDR evaluations.

Best performing semantic segmentation networks

The highest overall semantic segmentation performance might be measured by the accuracy, as

two out of the eleven classes for evaluation are not present in the BIT test set. Therefore, the

best semantic segmentation performance is shown by the Reinhard global network with 85.5%

accuracy and 42% mIoU for the closed system performance.

The highest performance for LDR real-world images is shown by the HDR3 network with 78%

and 45% mIoU accuracy.

The best performance for HDR real-world images is shown by the HDR1 network with 78% and

42.5% mIoU accuracy.
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5.3 Evaluation of tone mapping ranking method

Pearson correlations are calculated to evaluate the proposed tone mapping ranking method from

subsection 3.1.3. Figure 5.25 shows the relationship between semantic segmentation perfor-

mance, as measured by the accuracy and mIoU, and final ranking score of the eight tone map-

ping operators. The marker of the Drago operator is shown in red. A moderate to high correlation
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Figure 5.25 The red marker classifies the Drago operator, while the blue markers show the values for the other tone
mapping operators.

can be seen, with a value between 0.58 and 0.79, for the ranking method with the closed system

performance and the LDR generalization capability. There is no correlation between the ranking
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method and the HDR generalization capability.

The Pearson correlations between final ranking scores and semantic segmentation performance

are determined again for the individual components of the tone mapping ranking method. In

addition, it is investigated if the order of the ranking scores performs better than the actual val-

ues. Furthermore, the correlations are determined again by computing the ranking scores with

exclusion of the Drago operator. The results are shown in table 5.5.

Closed
system
perfor-
mance
(Accu-
racy)

Closed
system
perfor-
mance
(mIoU)

LDR
general-
ization
(Accu-
racy)

LDR
general-
ization
(mIoU)

HDR
general-
ization
(Accu-
racy)

HDR
general-
ization
(mIoU)

With Drago
operator

a) OIQ scores 0.64 0.75 0.66 0.59 0.06 0.09
b) ID scores 0.69 0.75 0.57 0.44 0.10 0.02
c) TMS scores 0.67 0.85 0.77 0.68 -0.24 -0.26
d) final scores 0.68 0.79 0.67 0.58 0.01 0.00
e) final, only
ranking

0.49 0.60 0.61 0.63 -0.36 -0.18

Without Drago
operator

a) OIQ scores 0.12 0.32 0.35 0.53 -0.41 -0.06
b) ID scores 0.43 0.17 -0.50 -0.41 -0.45 -0.39
c) TMS scores 0.31 0.63 0.51 0.44 -0.77 -0.79
d) final scores 0.35 0.47 0.17 0.32 -0.68 -0.41
e) final, only
ranking

0.42 0.55 0.27 0.40 -0.70 -0.45

Table 5.5 Validation of the tone mapping ranking method through correlation with semantic segmentation performance
of several experiments. a) to c) shows an ablation study, where only single components of the method are used, while
d) shows the correlation coefficients between the semantic performance and the final scores of the method. e) shows
the correlation coefficients when only considering the order of the final scores but not the actual values.

The correlation between final ranking scores and semantic segmentation performances is for any

evaluation metric lower than the correlation with just components of it. For the HDR generalization

there is no correlation at all when considering the Drago operator.

It can be seen for the HDR generalization, that there is usually a negative correlation for the

different semantic segmentation evaluations. This means that the actual scores should have

been inverted to achieve better approximations for the HDR generalization measure. For most of

the semantic segmentation evaluation methods the TMS measure seems to be the best metric to

approximate the semantic segmentation performance amongst the investigated metrics. With a

correlation of up to 85% for the closed system performance, as measured by the mIoU, there can

be seen a high correlation between expected and actual semantic segmentation performance.
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5.4 Deep domain adaptation

Following the experimental results of the domain adaptation are presented. In subsection 5.4.1

the domain gap between synthetic source and real-world target domain is visualized and in sub-

section 5.4.2 the semantic segmentation performances after the adaptation are presented.

5.4.1 Domain gap between synthetic and real-world images

Figure 5.26 shows the performance of the semantic segmentation networks on the synthetic

source domain (red) and the real-world LDR target domain (blue). These correspond to the

closed system performance (red) and the LDR generalization capability (blue). The filled area

between the markers shows the performance drop. This indicates the domain gap reasoned by

the different domains of the test sets. It can be seen that the domain gap causes a performance

Figure 5.26 Domain gap between synthetic source and real-world LDR target domain performance.

drop of about 10% accuracy between synthetic and real-world LDR images. This is similar be-

tween synthetic LDR and HDR images, except for the HDR1,2 network.

Evaluating the networks on real-world HDR images shows a different result. Figure 5.27 presents

the domain gap between synthetic source domain performance (red) and real-world HDR target

domain performance (blue). The domain gap of the eight LDR networks from the different TMOs

is much larger than before. For the Reinhard global operator the performance drop is 14%. For

the HDR and HDR1 network, the performance drop is only 4-5%.
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Figure 5.27 Domain gap between synthetic source and real-world HDR target domain performance.

5.4.2 Domain adaptation for semantic segmentation

To reduce the domain gap and improve the semantic segmentation performance the LDR dataset

from the Linear clip operator and the HDR1 dataset is image-to-image translated into the real-

world domain. This results in two domain adapted datasets for the real-world LDR domain and

two for the real-world HDR domain.

The networks trained on the real-world LDR domain adapted datasets are evaluated by the LDR

generalization capability. Again, the semantic segmentation performances from two individual

trainings and evaluations with the same hyperparameter settings are averaged to achieve a more

robust estimation of the performance. The individual results are given in table 7.4 in the appendix.

The final performances are shown in figure 5.28. The domain gap could be reduced clearly by

the domain adaptation, as the performance has improved by 3-6% on the real-world LDR target

domain. The image-to-image translation from synthetic LDR to real-world LDR improved the per-

formance more than the one from synthetic HDR to real-world LDR. The remaining performance

drop is 3.5% for the Linear clip operator.

Similarly, the networks trained on the real-world HDR domain adapted datasets are evaluated by

the HDR generalization capability. Figure 5.28 shows the semantic segmentation performances.

The domain adaptation from synthetic LDR to real-world HDR has improved the performance by

7%. In contrast, the domain adaptation from synthetic HDR to real-world HDR could not show a

clear improvement. The semantic segmentation performance is increased by only 0.5%.
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Figure 5.28 Semantic segmentation performance on real-world LDR images before (blue) and after (black) domain
adaptation (DA).

Figure 5.29 Semantic segmentation performance on real-world HDR images before (blue) and after (black) domain
adaptation (DA).
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6 Discussion and Conclusions

In this thesis it was analysed how well synthetic high dynamic range images are suited for com-

puter vision tasks in automotive applications. In specific, the semantic segmentation performance

of neural networks trained on synthetic HDR images was investigated. For this purpose three ap-

proaches were presented in chapter 3. Goal of the first approach was to find out if there is an

advantage of high dynamic range images by training semantic segmentation networks on tone

mapped LDR datasets. This method is discussed in section 6.1. The second approach aimed

to evaluate the semantic segmentation networks and is discussed in section 6.2. The third ap-

proach investigated if the performance on real-world scenes could be improved, as the training

was carried out on synthetic images. This approach is discussed in section 6.3.

6.1 High dynamic range imaging

The first approach of this thesis was to apply several tone mapping operators to the HDR dataset

and train a network on every resulting LDR dataset. Additionally, the proposed tone mapping

ranking method was carried out to approximate the semantic segmentation performances.

Tone mapping of HDR images

For experiments, the HDR dataset was tone mapped with one single parameter setting for each

TMO, which was determined by a non-linear optimization with the TMQI evaluation metric. Inten-

tion of the first approach was not to investigate the best absolute possible semantic segmentation

performance of a tone mapping operator. Instead, it was aimed to investigate which tone map-

ping operator performs best with one single parameter setting. This should find out how well they

can be applied to unseen images. This might be useful for automotive applications, where the

non-linear optimization may take too long for every image. However, the parameter optimization

may also be performed for every image. This would very likely change the semantic segmen-

tation performances for some of the operators and may be a possibility to further improve the

results.

Tone mapping ranking method

The scores of the proposed tone mapping ranking method turned out to show only a moder-

ate correlation with the semantic segmentation performances. The highest correlation occurred

between the scores of the tone mapping sensitivity evaluation metric and the semantic segmenta-

tion results. As the training and evaluation of a neural network is computationally very expensive

and requires costly GPUs, it may be nevertheless a good alternative to estimate the semantic

segmentation performance for tone mapped LDR datasets. One limitation of the ranking method

evaluation is, that the computed Pearson correlations measure only linear relationships. Non-

linear relations are thereby not considered.
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Limitations and problems of HDR imaging

While high dynamic range imaging allows to access the full luminance range of a scene, it brings

also some disadvantages, which have been shown during experiments:

• Generation: Maybe one of the most influencing factors, why mainly low dynamic range images

are used for computer vision applications, is the high effort to capture HDR images from real

scenes. While professional equipment is very costly, generating them with usual cameras

brings several disadvantages, as explained in subsection 2.1.2.
• Usability : Working with high dynamic images is often non-trivial, which is another disadvan-

tage of HDR images. It requires special software or hardware in order to display the images.

Conventional PC systems are designed to work with low dynamic range images, as the stan-

dard image viewers and displays are not capable of viewing HDR content. Additionally, the

amount of available HDR images on the internet is much less, which makes it way more diffi-

cult to collect large-scale datasets like ImageNet.
• Representation: Another very challenging factor is the representation of the HDR images.

While standard low dynamic range pixel values are typically defined by integers between 0

and 255 for each color channel, there are numerous ways to store HDR images. They can be

similarly discretized as integers, only by a larger amount of grey values. But they can also be

stored as float variables, with any kind of representation. It can therefore be very difficult to

compare high dynamic range images from different sources, as it may not be clear, what the

pixel values in the HDR image should represent.
• Accurateness: While LDR images are rather designed to give an impression of the content

of a scene, HDR images are intended to be accurate to the physical properties of a scene.

Anyway, the accuracy is strongly limited to the precision during their generation, whether using

real cameras or computer graphics. Accessing the accuracy of HDR images is difficult and

for most situations there is no statement, which makes comparing HDR images from different

sources even more challenging.

6.2 Semantic segmentation performance of synthetic HDR images

In section 3.2 an approach was presented to determine the performance of semantic segmen-

tation networks, which was divided into three subtasks. The closed system performance investi-

gated the near-optimal semantic segmentation performance. The LDR generalization capability

determined the performance for real-world images from a regular LDR camera sensor, while the

HDR generalization capability determined the real-world performance for an HDR camera sen-

sor. These evaluation methods were used to determine the semantic segmentation performance

for the different tone mapped datasets and the HDR dataset.

For the closed system performance it was assumed, that the HDR dataset would perform better

than the LDR datasets. The idea was, that neural networks should benefit from the additional

information of the high dynamic range images. Nevertheless, the LDR images from some tone

mapping operators turned out to perform better. This may be reasoned to the pretraining of all
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networks on LDR images. Therefore, features were already learned from LDR images, which

might not be well transferable to the features of HDR images. Performing a gamma correction,

during training and testing, improved the results for HDR images. This showed, that the features

are better suited for LDR images, as the gamma correction makes the representation of HDR

images more similar to the one of LDR images. For a fair comparison, the experiments might

be repeated with untrained networks. However, this requires a much larger dataset for training,

which was not available for this thesis.

Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the results may change for different configurations. The

experiments were carried out with one specific network architecture. The performances would be

very likely different for other architectures. Also the HDR dataset, which is used to generate the

LDR datasets, plays an important role for the results. Other HDR datasets may perform rather

different for the semantic segmentation evaluations. Last, the hyperparameter setting for the

networks was determined on the real-world Cityscapes dataset. This setting was used to train

the networks on the synthetic HDR and LDR datasets. It was not investigated, if there were better

hyperparameter settings for training on those datasets. These factors limited the investigations,

which aimed to determine the maximum possible semantic segmentation performance of HDR

and LDR images.

6.3 Domain adaptation of synthetic HDR images for semantic
segmentation

The domain adaptation improved the results for all three experiments with LDR images. Only

the domain adaptation between synthetic HDR and real-world HDR images showed no improve-

ment. However, the performance was already much closer without the adaptation. Based on

this results, it is assumed, that the domain specific appearance – often considered as the style

of an image [Gatys et al., 2016] – is mainly reasoned due to LDR specific operations like tone

mapping. Therefore, no improvement between HDR images could be achieved with the image-to-

image translation network, which aimed to modify the appearance of source images to the target

domain. This is only an assumption and might be further investigated with additional domain

adaptation methods.
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7 Conclusion

7.1 Summary

This work hypothesized that high dynamic range images are beneficial for the performance of

semantic segmentation networks in autonomous driving vehicles. For validating this hypothesis

three approaches were presented.

First, multiple LDR datasets were generated from a synthetic HDR dataset with eight different

tone mapping operators. A ranking method was proposed to estimate the semantic segmentation

performance for each tone mapping operator. This method consists of three different evaluation

metrics, the overall image quality, the image dynamics and the tone mapping sensitivity. The

Drago [Drago et al., 2003] operator performed worst for all evaluations, while the seven other

TMOs performed similarly well.

An evaluation of the proposed ranking method showed, that the tone mapping sensitivity metric

seemed to be the best approach, out of the investigated methods, to estimate the semantic

segmentation performance.

To determine the performance of semantic segmentation networks, three evaluation methods

were proposed to consider the following aspects. The closed system performance allowed to

determine the near-optimal performance of a segmentation network and was determined on syn-

thetic images. The LDR generalization capability and the HDR generalization capability were

used to investigate the effectiveness of a network on real-world images.

The best overall semantic segmentation performance is shown by the Reinhard global [Reinhard

et al., 2002] operator with 85.5% accuracy for the closed system performance. With 78% the

highest accuracy for LDR real-world images is shown by a network trained on a combination of

synthetic LDR images from the eight different TMOs. The best performance for HDR real-world

images is shown by a network trained on an synthetic HDR images with again 78% accuracy.

The Drago [Drago et al., 2003] operator was the worst performing TMO for all three evaluations.

This demonstrates, that it is essential to use HDR images for achieving the highest performance

on real-world scenes. Both, training directly on HDR images and training on a combination of

LDR images from different TMOs, requires high dynamic range images. Furthermore, it was

shown that a gamma correction improved the semantic segmentation performance of networks

trained on HDR images when using a network that is pretrained on LDR images.

Additionally, experiments demonstrated that neural networks can gain a comprehensive under-

standing on real-world target domain images from synthetic source domain images. The se-

mantic segmentation performance could even be improved with the third approach of this thesis,

which was demonstrated with a domain adaptation. The accuracy on real-world images was in-

creased from 75% to 81% for LDR images. No improvement could be achieved from synthetic

HDR to real-world HDR. Nevertheless, the performance drop from synthetic HDR to real-world

HDR turned out to be much smaller than the one from synthetic LDR to real-world LDR. This
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reveals another benefit of HDR images, as they cause a much smaller performance drop for

images from different domains.

7.2 Outlook

In addition to the investigations carried out in this thesis, there are several possibilities to extend

the research.

One of them is to discover the actual difference between the performance of computer vision

systems trained on LDR and HDR images. As all networks in this thesis are pre-trained on LDR

images, this limitation should be eliminated for the next experiments. This could be solved by

creating a large enough HDR dataset with inverse tone mapping or high dynamic range imaging

techniques. Another possibility would be to train the model from scratch. However, this may

affect the absolute performance, if there are not enough training images available. Furthermore,

the performance on critical situations should be investigated, where the dynamic range of LDR

images is clearly not high enough. For example, when a self-driving car is leaving a tunnel, which

can cause a very large scene contrast.

Additionally, it may be further investigated how synthetic images can improve the safety of au-

tomotive applications like autonomous driving systems. This could be achieved by customizing

existing domain adaptation methods or by generating more realistic synthetic images. The latter

may be realized through improved image-to-image translation methods. These should allow to

generate synthetic images with a very high degree of realism from unlabeled real-world images

by deep learning approaches.

Extended research possibilities to demonstrate the effectiveness of high dynamic range images

may be shown with other computer vision tasks where the limited dynamic range of LDR images

could affect the performance. This might also be the case for object detection tasks where objects

in very contrasty regions may not be detected by an artificial intelligence system.
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Appendix

Appendix I: LDR images from tone mapping operators

Figure 7.1 shows LDR images from every tone mapping operator which is used in this thesis. The

Drago operator Linear clip operator

Reinhard global operator Reinhard local operator

Schlick operator Tumblin operator

Ward global operator Ward histogram adjustment operator

Figure 7.1 1st image in the BIT training dataset tone mapped by the eight different TMOs.

images were generated from the first image of the HDR BIT training dataset, which was used to

determine the parameter settings for each TMO. The images in figure 7.2 were generated from a
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different HDR image in the training set. The differences between the tone mapped LDR images

from the randomly selected HDR image are more concise than the one from the first image. This

is best visible for the sky of the images.

Drago operator Linear clip operator

Reinhard global operator Reinhard local operator

Schlick operator Tumblin operator

Ward global operator Ward histogram adjustment operator

Figure 7.2 Randomly selected image in the BIT training dataset tone mapped by the eight different TMOs.
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Appendix II: Semantic segmentation performances

Table 7.1 shows the semantic segmentation performances for the closed system performance.

Table 7.2 presents the LDR generalization capability and table 7.3 the HDR generalization capa-

bility. The methods are described in section 3.2 and the experiments are presented in subsection

4.2.3.
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Tone mapped
datasets

Drago -1 0.87 0.57 0.78 0.11 0.00 0.11 0.50 0.00 0.61 0.39 0.17 0.37 0.82
Drago -2 0.90 0.64 0.80 0.10 0.00 0.13 0.49 0.00 0.67 0.39 0.19 0.39 0.84
Linear clip -1 0.90 0.64 0.79 0.13 0.00 0.13 0.51 0.00 0.65 0.44 0.19 0.40 0.84
Linear clip -2 0.91 0.66 0.81 0.16 0.00 0.16 0.51 0.00 0.66 0.44 0.22 0.41 0.85
Rein. glob. -1 0.91 0.70 0.80 0.12 0.00 0.20 0.52 0.00 0.65 0.43 0.24 0.42 0.85
Rein. glob. -2 0.91 0.68 0.81 0.11 0.00 0.20 0.54 0.00 0.68 0.41 0.26 0.42 0.86
Rein. loc. -1 0.90 0.56 0.80 0.14 0.00 0.15 0.52 0.00 0.63 0.45 0.20 0.40 0.84
Rein. loc. -2 0.90 0.62 0.79 0.13 0.00 0.15 0.50 0.00 0.64 0.45 0.20 0.40 0.84
Schlick -1 0.87 0.62 0.80 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.46 0.00 0.66 0.41 0.26 0.39 0.84
Schlick -2 0.88 0.60 0.83 0.12 0.00 0.11 0.49 0.00 0.69 0.39 0.27 0.40 0.85
Tumblin -1 0.89 0.65 0.79 0.10 0.00 0.17 0.48 0.00 0.64 0.45 0.25 0.40 0.84
Tumblin -2 0.89 0.59 0.77 0.11 0.00 0.13 0.52 0.00 0.65 0.46 0.22 0.40 0.83
Ward glob. -1 0.89 0.63 0.80 0.13 0.00 0.14 0.48 0.00 0.66 0.47 0.22 0.40 0.85
Ward glob. -2 0.88 0.57 0.80 0.15 0.00 0.13 0.51 0.00 0.66 0.45 0.21 0.40 0.84
Ward hi.adj. -1 0.89 0.68 0.80 0.12 0.00 0.14 0.53 0.00 0.68 0.42 0.29 0.41 0.85
Ward hi.adj. -2 0.90 0.68 0.81 0.12 0.00 0.10 0.51 0.00 0.67 0.43 0.32 0.41 0.85

Mixed LDR
dataset

HDR3 -1 0.91 0.70 0.81 0.12 0.00 0.21 0.52 0.00 0.66 0.41 0.27 0.42 0.86
HDR3 -2 0.91 0.71 0.80 0.10 0.00 0.21 0.51 0.00 0.65 0.36 0.27 0.41 0.85

HDR datasets

HDR -1 0.86 0.57 0.75 0.15 0.00 0.13 0.41 0.00 0.55 0.44 0.33 0.38 0.81
HDR -2 0.85 0.48 0.75 0.13 0.00 0.10 0.46 0.00 0.64 0.35 0.21 0.36 0.80
HDR1 -1 0.87 0.60 0.79 0.12 0.00 0.13 0.50 0.00 0.66 0.46 0.20 0.39 0.83
HDR1 -2 0.90 0.67 0.80 0.16 0.00 0.13 0.52 0.00 0.66 0.44 0.27 0.41 0.85
HDR2 -1 0.87 0.63 0.74 0.04 0.00 0.11 0.31 0.00 0.60 0.36 0.08 0.34 0.80
HDR2 -2 0.89 0.72 0.78 0.08 0.00 0.17 0.38 0.00 0.67 0.40 0.13 0.38 0.84
HDR1,2 -1 0.90 0.74 0.80 0.11 0.00 0.12 0.50 0.00 0.65 0.47 0.36 0.42 0.85
HDR1,2 -2 0.91 0.73 0.79 0.10 0.00 0.22 0.51 0.00 0.64 0.46 0.31 0.42 0.85

Table 7.1 Every method in the table corresponds to a DeepLab-v2 model trained until convergence. The methods
name indicates how the training images were generated (e.g. by the Drago tone mapping operator). Each training
was repeated with identical settings (-1 and -2). The values in the table correspond to the class-wise mIoU scores
determined from the predictions of the test dataset. For this scenario, the test set belongs to the same domain as the
training dataset, meaning it was generated in the same way (e.g. also by the Drago tone mapping operator). This
approach corresponds to the closed system performance. A more detailed description of the experiment is given in
subsection 4.2.3.
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Tone mapped
datasets

Drago -1 0.79 0.24 0.58 0.19 0.05 0.33 0.55 0.14 0.37 0.45 0.67 0.40 0.74
Drago -2 0.77 0.26 0.59 0.20 0.06 0.37 0.54 0.17 0.45 0.51 0.66 0.42 0.74
Linear clip -1 0.75 0.24 0.64 0.19 0.05 0.35 0.63 0.18 0.40 0.50 0.69 0.42 0.75
Linear clip -2 0.77 0.24 0.60 0.19 0.04 0.35 0.63 0.19 0.40 0.44 0.69 0.41 0.75
Rein. glob. -1 0.79 0.28 0.62 0.20 0.07 0.34 0.57 0.19 0.50 0.46 0.69 0.43 0.76
Rein. glob. -2 0.78 0.27 0.64 0.19 0.06 0.35 0.61 0.18 0.48 0.48 0.69 0.43 0.77
Rein. loc. -1 0.78 0.24 0.64 0.19 0.07 0.34 0.60 0.15 0.45 0.47 0.65 0.42 0.76
Rein. loc. -2 0.76 0.26 0.61 0.20 0.06 0.34 0.55 0.14 0.41 0.49 0.66 0.41 0.74
Schlick -1 0.79 0.27 0.62 0.20 0.03 0.35 0.49 0.12 0.50 0.46 0.70 0.41 0.75
Schlick -2 0.76 0.25 0.65 0.21 0.03 0.36 0.52 0.12 0.45 0.47 0.66 0.41 0.74
Tumblin -1 0.79 0.28 0.63 0.21 0.06 0.36 0.61 0.17 0.48 0.48 0.67 0.43 0.77
Tumblin -2 0.77 0.27 0.63 0.20 0.08 0.37 0.60 0.16 0.40 0.51 0.70 0.43 0.76
Ward glob. -1 0.79 0.27 0.62 0.21 0.07 0.34 0.58 0.19 0.43 0.47 0.70 0.42 0.76
Ward glob. -2 0.79 0.26 0.64 0.22 0.06 0.36 0.58 0.17 0.48 0.47 0.68 0.43 0.77
Ward hi.adj. -1 0.75 0.27 0.64 0.22 0.09 0.37 0.59 0.15 0.48 0.47 0.69 0.43 0.75
Ward hi.adj. -2 0.78 0.28 0.65 0.23 0.07 0.37 0.57 0.17 0.50 0.47 0.71 0.43 0.77

Mixed LDR
dataset

HDR3 -1 0.79 0.29 0.67 0.22 0.07 0.37 0.63 0.17 0.51 0.48 0.69 0.45 0.78
HDR3 -2 0.79 0.30 0.69 0.21 0.07 0.38 0.63 0.16 0.45 0.52 0.73 0.45 0.78

HDR datasets

HDR -1 0.74 0.23 0.59 0.18 0.04 0.34 0.50 0.11 0.52 0.43 0.69 0.40 0.73
HDR -2 0.73 0.23 0.61 0.20 0.05 0.36 0.56 0.12 0.36 0.44 0.65 0.39 0.73
HDR1 -1 0.77 0.25 0.60 0.20 0.05 0.34 0.58 0.16 0.43 0.48 0.69 0.41 0.75
HDR1 -2 0.76 0.26 0.63 0.20 0.05 0.37 0.58 0.15 0.56 0.48 0.70 0.43 0.76
HDR2 -1 0.76 0.28 0.57 0.17 0.03 0.30 0.39 0.08 0.39 0.41 0.59 0.36 0.70
HDR2 -2 0.76 0.31 0.62 0.16 0.02 0.33 0.45 0.09 0.49 0.45 0.66 0.39 0.73
HDR1,2 -1 0.74 0.26 0.63 0.18 0.02 0.33 0.58 0.14 0.51 0.48 0.66 0.41 0.75
HDR1,2 -2 0.78 0.28 0.60 0.19 0.03 0.34 0.53 0.13 0.48 0.45 0.66 0.41 0.75

Table 7.2 Every method in the table corresponds to a DeepLab-v2 model trained until convergence. The methods
name indicates how the training images were generated (e.g. by the Drago tone mapping operator). Each training
was repeated with identical settings (-1 and -2). The values in the table correspond to the class-wise mIoU scores
determined from the predictions of the test dataset. For this scenario, the test set belongs to the 8 bit LDR Cityscapes
dataset. This approach corresponds to the LDR generalization capability. A more detailed description of the experi-
ment is given in subsection 4.2.3.
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Tone mapped
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Drago -1 0.81 0.21 0.55 0.18 0.03 0.24 0.43 0.14 0.35 0.38 0.62 0.36 0.72
Drago -2 0.79 0.24 0.55 0.17 0.04 0.29 0.43 0.17 0.44 0.46 0.61 0.38 0.72
Linear clip -1 0.76 0.22 0.55 0.17 0.03 0.26 0.49 0.14 0.41 0.43 0.62 0.37 0.72
Linear clip -2 0.77 0.21 0.53 0.16 0.02 0.26 0.50 0.14 0.41 0.37 0.61 0.36 0.72
Rein. glob. -1 0.77 0.24 0.54 0.16 0.03 0.24 0.41 0.15 0.49 0.36 0.58 0.36 0.71
Rein. glob. -2 0.77 0.23 0.56 0.15 0.03 0.25 0.44 0.12 0.49 0.38 0.59 0.36 0.72
Rein. loc. -1 0.78 0.20 0.56 0.16 0.04 0.25 0.48 0.11 0.44 0.40 0.61 0.37 0.72
Rein. loc. -2 0.77 0.22 0.53 0.17 0.04 0.24 0.42 0.10 0.38 0.41 0.60 0.35 0.70
Schlick -1 0.79 0.25 0.58 0.18 0.03 0.31 0.45 0.13 0.50 0.41 0.66 0.39 0.74
Schlick -2 0.79 0.23 0.60 0.19 0.02 0.29 0.50 0.12 0.48 0.41 0.60 0.38 0.74
Tumblin -1 0.79 0.24 0.57 0.17 0.03 0.28 0.50 0.15 0.46 0.41 0.63 0.38 0.74
Tumblin -2 0.78 0.23 0.56 0.16 0.05 0.28 0.49 0.13 0.37 0.43 0.64 0.38 0.72
Ward glob. -1 0.79 0.24 0.55 0.19 0.05 0.24 0.42 0.15 0.44 0.37 0.62 0.37 0.72
Ward glob. -2 0.79 0.23 0.57 0.19 0.04 0.26 0.42 0.13 0.51 0.37 0.60 0.37 0.73
Ward hi.adj. -1 0.75 0.27 0.64 0.22 0.09 0.37 0.59 0.15 0.48 0.47 0.69 0.43 0.75
Ward hi.adj. -2 0.76 0.23 0.57 0.18 0.06 0.28 0.48 0.13 0.47 0.39 0.60 0.38 0.72

Mixed LDR
dataset

HDR3 -1 0.80 0.26 0.64 0.20 0.04 0.32 0.58 0.18 0.50 0.42 0.66 0.42 0.77
HDR3 -2 0.80 0.27 0.64 0.19 0.04 0.32 0.59 0.14 0.44 0.47 0.69 0.42 0.77

HDR datasets

HDR -1 0.79 0.23 0.58 0.16 0.04 0.31 0.51 0.14 0.59 0.37 0.65 0.40 0.75
HDR -2 0.77 0.24 0.59 0.18 0.04 0.32 0.55 0.14 0.38 0.39 0.62 0.38 0.74
HDR1 -1 0.81 0.25 0.64 0.18 0.06 0.30 0.62 0.19 0.46 0.45 0.70 0.42 0.78
HDR1 -2 0.80 0.25 0.65 0.17 0.03 0.32 0.61 0.19 0.57 0.42 0.69 0.43 0.78
HDR2 -1 0.74 0.25 0.52 0.13 0.05 0.25 0.34 0.07 0.32 0.35 0.52 0.32 0.66
HDR2 -2 0.76 0.27 0.57 0.13 0.02 0.29 0.41 0.08 0.44 0.38 0.60 0.36 0.71
HDR1,2 -1 0.78 0.25 0.62 0.16 0.02 0.32 0.55 0.11 0.51 0.45 0.64 0.40 0.75
HDR1,2 -2 0.79 0.27 0.61 0.18 0.02 0.33 0.53 0.10 0.47 0.41 0.64 0.40 0.75

Table 7.3 Every method in the table corresponds to a DeepLab-v2 model trained until convergence. The methods
name indicates how the training images were generated (e.g. by the Drago tone mapping operator). Each training
was repeated with identical settings (-1 and -2). The values in the table correspond to the class-wise mIoU scores de-
termined from the predictions of the test dataset. For this scenario, the test set belongs to the 16 bit HDR Cityscapes
dataset. This approach corresponds to the HDR generalization capability. A more detailed description of the experi-
ment is given in subsection 4.2.3.
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Appendix III: Domain adaptation results

Table 7.4 shows the results from the domain adaptation experiments, which are described in
subsection 4.3.2.
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Performance on
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(LDRt)

Linear clip -1 0.75 0.24 0.64 0.19 0.05 0.35 0.63 0.18 0.40 0.50 0.69 0.42 0.75
Linear clip -2 0.77 0.24 0.60 0.19 0.04 0.35 0.63 0.19 0.40 0.44 0.69 0.41 0.75
HDR1 -1 0.77 0.25 0.60 0.20 0.05 0.34 0.58 0.16 0.43 0.48 0.69 0.41 0.75
HDR1 -2 0.76 0.26 0.63 0.20 0.05 0.37 0.58 0.15 0.56 0.48 0.70 0.43 0.76
Lin. → LDRt -1 0.87 0.35 0.68 0.20 0.02 0.36 0.59 0.15 0.64 0.50 0.73 0.46 0.81
Lin. → LDRt -2 0.87 0.35 0.67 0.21 0.05 0.37 0.58 0.17 0.63 0.51 0.75 0.47 0.81
HDR1 → LDRt -1 0.85 0.33 0.64 0.21 0.04 0.35 0.49 0.15 0.68 0.48 0.72 0.45 0.79
HDR1 → LDRt -2 0.84 0.32 0.61 0.18 0.02 0.34 0.48 0.17 0.71 0.43 0.69 0.43 0.78

Performance on
target domain
(HDRt)

Linear clip -1 0.76 0.22 0.55 0.17 0.03 0.26 0.49 0.14 0.41 0.43 0.62 0.37 0.72
Linear clip -2 0.77 0.21 0.53 0.16 0.02 0.26 0.50 0.14 0.41 0.37 0.61 0.36 0.72
HDR1 -1 0.81 0.25 0.64 0.18 0.06 0.30 0.62 0.19 0.46 0.45 0.70 0.42 0.78
HDR1 -2 0.80 0.25 0.65 0.17 0.03 0.32 0.61 0.19 0.57 0.42 0.69 0.43 0.78
Lin. → HDRt -1 0.86 0.29 0.66 0.16 0.04 0.30 0.56 0.13 0.56 0.43 0.71 0.43 0.79
Lin. → HDRt -2 0.86 0.29 0.66 0.15 0.03 0.30 0.55 0.12 0.57 0.42 0.70 0.42 0.79
HDR1 → HDRt -1 0.82 0.27 0.68 0.20 0.03 0.31 0.56 0.13 0.63 0.43 0.70 0.43 0.79
HDR1 → HDRt -2 0.83 0.30 0.65 0.18 0.03 0.32 0.53 0.11 0.61 0.44 0.71 0.43 0.78

Table 7.4 Results of the domain adaptation.
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